
14 ILLEGALITY AND CAPACITY
TO CONTRACT

Contracts may be void by reason of a statutory provision or oil 	 of

public policy. Alternatively, contracts may be illegal.
An example of contracts which statute renders void and unenforceable is

gaming and wagering contracts, under s. 18 of the Gaming Act 1845.

SECTION 1: CONTRACTS VOID ON GROUNDS
OF PUBLIC POLICY

A: CONTRACTS IN RESTRAINT OF TRADE

A restraint of tiade is a contractual undertaking whereby one party agrees to
restrict his freedom to trade or to conduct his business in a particular area
for a specified period of time.

(a) Basic principles

Nordenfelt v A4axim Nordenfelt Guns & A,n?izzlnition Company Ltd
[18941 AC 535 (HL)

The defendant, who owned patents and operated a business of manufac-
turing quick-firing guns and ammunition, sold the business and its goodwill
to a company. The agreement contained a covenant on the part of the
defendant that for 25 years the defendant would not, directly or indirectly,
engage in the business of a manufacturer of guns or ammunition except On
behalf of the company, and would not engage in any husincS. competing
or liable to compete in any way with the business being carried on by the
company. The I louse of I .ords was asked to consider only the first part of
the covenant (relating to engaging in a gun manufacturing business). Held:
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it was valid becaus e s . en tli t.	 it as a	 orldwjde rectucthn, tlo'rc wasonly a limited number	
h w	 Worldwide

 customers (governments of this and other
countriC) so that the restrictioil Was not wider than was necessary to
protect the company and it was not injurious to the public interes t . (TheCourt of Appeal had held that the second part was void because it went
further than was nceessaty to protect the business acquired, lee below.)

Loin) IA CNAGFI'Fp	In the age of Queen Elizabeth all rctrajnrs of trde,wit a rever they Were, general 1 partial, were thought to he cOrarra' to public policy,
and therefore void. In time, however, it was found that a rule so rigid and far reaching
must seriously interfere svith tran s actjriris of eve day occurrence. Traders could
hardly venture to let their shops out of their own hands; the purchaser of a business
was at the mercy of the seller; every apprentice 5\ as a possible rival. So the rule was
relaxed It was relaxed as far as the exigencies of trade for the time being required,
gra dually and not without difficulty, until it caine to be recognised that all partialrestraints inight 

"C good, though it was thought that general resrra ints, that is,
restraints of general application extending throughout the kingdom, must be bad.
Why was the relaxation supposerl to be thus limited? Simply because nobody imagined
ill those da y

s that a general restraint could be reasonable, not because there was anyinherent or essential distin ction between the two cases. 'Where the restraint isgeneral,' says Lard Macclesfield, in 
Mitchel v Reynolds (1711) 1 P Wins 181, 'not to

exercise a trade throughout the kingdom,' the restraint 'must be void, being of no
benefit to oh It er party and Only Oppressive....' Later on he gives 

hi s reason 'Wha tdoes it .
iiify' he says, 'to a tradesman in London what another does at Nesvcastle;

and surely it would be unreasonable to fix ii certain loss on one side withoutrr	 artyhcct to the other.'

The true view at the present time I think, is this: The public have an inter es itevery person's earitag on his trade	 n
 freely: so has the individual All interferenceterferece vitliindividual liberty of action in trading, and all restraints oftrade if thm

eselves, if there
is nothing more, are contrary to public policy, and therefore void. That is the 

general
rule. But there are exceptions restraints of trade arid inter fereuce s ith individual
liberty of action may be justified by the special circumstances of a particular ease. It
is a sufficient jtistificatiora, arid indeed it is the only jsrstifiearjm i , if the restriction isreasonable	 rea s onable, that is, in reference to die j ilter estand reasonable in	 s of the parties concerned
as to a ffool	 reference to 'Ile interests of tIre public, so framed arid so guarded

adequ ate protec don to the arty in whor e firvou r it is irirposed, svltmle at
the same time it is in no nay itijuriotis to tire public.

Notes

1. The presumption that contracts ill restraint of trade are void can be
rebutted by a party seckim, to rely on the rest! :nnt showing that the 

restraintis reirsomiable as between the parti
be relied upon

	

	
es Once this is e stablished, the restraint can

unless the party seeking to prevent its eriforcerrierit I1O\VS thatit Is Contrary to the public interest
s/en/,l v \Iaz,ir .\' r/of/( concerned a criv(rittil Ott tire sale if ahusirics (re., that the vendor s yuuld trot carry ('11 r business competing withthe bttsiriuss Purchased). these Cr r vcntrlis are nllorc likely to be held to bereaSOn.rhle and eriforchie bccatrse a price ivill he paid for the

the business, arid therefore the pure llaccr

	

	
grroeinvr of

has a legirir1)ae interest in protect
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lag that goodwill and the business connections. It would be unfair to the
purchaser if the vendor could then set sip a competing business.

I lowever, the restraint must he restricted to protecting onl y the goodwill

of the business actually sold (see British Rei,tfored Concrete J, ecunc Co.

Ltd s' Schc!/T [l921J 2 (Th 563).

(1)) Covenants between employer and employee

The restriction must seek to protect a legitimate interest of the employer (i.e.,

influence over customers or trade secrets) as opposed to protection against
skills acquired by the employee which might render him a potential coinpeti-
tor. The restriction must be reasonable as between the parties and no wider
than reasonably necessary to protect the business connections or confidential
information of the employer. There are three factors: subject matter, area,

and duration.

Herbert Morris Limited v Saxelby
[1916) 1 AC 688 (HL)

The plaintiff company, leading manufacturers of hoisting machinery in the
UK, employed the defendant as a draftsman and then as an engineer on a
two-year contract. The terms of this contract contained a covenant by the
defendant that he would not, 'during a period of seven years from ceasing
to be employed by the company, either in the United Kingdom of Great
Britain or Ireland, carry on either as principal, agent, servant or otherwise,
alone or jointly or in connection with any other person, firm or company,
or he concerned or assist, directly or indirectly, whether for reward or
otherwise, in the sale or manufacture of pulley blocks, hand overhead
runways, electric overhead runways, or hand overhead travelling Cranes'.
The plaintiff company sought to enforce this covenant. Held: the covenant
was wider than was required for the protection of the plaintiff company and

was not enforceable.

LORD PARKER OF WADDINGTON: It will be observed that in Lord Mac-

naghten's opinion [in Nordenfeli] two conditions must be fulfilled if the restraint is to
he held valid. First, it must he reasonable in the interests of the contracting parties,
and, secondly, it must he reasonable in the interests of the public. In the case of each
condition he lays down a test of reasonableness. 10 he reasonable in the interests of

the parties the restraint must afford adequate protection to the party in whose favour
it is imposed; to be reasonable in the interests of the public it must be in no way
injurious to the public.

With regard to the former test, I think it clear that what is meant is that for a
restraint to he reasonable in the interests of the parties it must afford no more than

adequate protection to the party in whose favour it is imposed. So conccVel the test
appears to me to be valid both as regards the covenantor and covenantee, for though
in one sense no doubt it is contrary to the interests of the covenantor to subject himself
to any restraint, still it may he for his advantage to he able so to subject himself in
cases where, if he could not do so, he would lose other advantages, such as
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the possibility of obtai ll i llf, the best terms on the sale of an existing business or the
possibility oi obtaining Ctnplonient or training tinder c o mpetent employers As long asthe resti aim to svh ii Ii he s ubjects Ii imseif is no ss idcr than is required  for the adeqiiau'
pi erection of the person in whose favour it is created, it is in his Interest to be able to
bind himself fur the sake of the indirect advantages he may obtain by so doing. It was at
one time thought that, in order to ascertain whether a restraint were reasonable in the
interests of the covenantor. lie Court Ought to weigh the advantages accruing to the
covenantor under the contract against the disadvantages imposed upon him by the
restraint, but any such process has long since been rejected as irnpracticaf le. The
Court no longer considers the adequacy of the consideration in any particular case. [fit
be reasonable that a covcnantee should, for his own protection, ask for a restraint, it is
in my opinion equally reasonable that the covenator should he able to subject himself
to this restraint. The test of reasonableness is the same in both cases.

It was suggested in argument that the interests of the public ought to be considered
and weighed in determining whether a restraint is reasonable in the interests of the
parties. I dissent from this view. It would, indeed, entirely destroy the value of Lord
Macnaghten's tests of reasonableness The first question in every case is whether the
restraint is reasonable in the interests of the paies. If it is not, the restraint is bad. If
it is, it may still be shown that it is injurious to the public, though, as I pointed out
in the case referred to, the onus of so showing would lie on the party alleging it.

My Lords, it appears to toe that Lord Macnaghten's statement of the law requires
amplification in another respect. If the restraint is to secure no more than 'adequate
protection' to the pay in whose favour it is imposed, it becomes necessary to consider
in each particular case Mi n t it is for which and what it is against which protection is
required. Otherwise it would be impossible to pass any opinion out the adequacy of
the protection.

It was argued h foie your Lordships that no distinction can be drawn between
the position of the purchaser of the goodwill of a business taking a covenant from his
vendor and the ease of the owner of a business taking a covenant from his servant or
apprentice In both cases it was said that the property to be protected was the sam e
and the dangers to be guarded against the same. I am of opinion that this argument
cannot be accepted. The distinction between the two cases is, I think, quite clear, and
is recognized both by Lord Macnaghtcri and Lord 1-lersehell in the Nordenfelt Case
[1894) AC 535, 'flie goodwill of a business is immune from the danger of the owner
exercising his personal knowledge and skill to its detriment, and if the purchaser is to
rak over such goodwill with all its advantages it must, in his hands, remain similarly
immune Without, thercfoz e, a covenant on the part of the vendor against cornpeti
non, a purchaser would not get what he is contracting to bu y , nor could the vendor
give svh it lie is intending to cell. The covenant against  competition is, therefore.
reasonable it confined to the area within Which it would in all probability enure to thein) U ry of the purchaser.

It is quite different iii the case of an employer taking such a covenant from his
employee or apprentice I'he goodwill of his business is, under the conditions in \Vluic It
ss e Ii'-c, nec es,u ri ly subjec t to the competition  of all persons (including   the secvaii t orapple t) lice) who choose to enutIge in a similar trade. 'lThe emplo yer in ueh .1 cinot etideavour i ing to protect what he has, but to gain a special advantage ulticli 11,

wcould not otherise es ore I cannot find any case in which a cos en.tnt ,uu..uu 
teoii1Petitin by a s ezv..nt or apprentice has, as such, ever been upheld b [lie Cotum t.\\ he

 rever such c, ven ants hove been upheld it had been on the ground, lot th it the
u volt or pprenttee would, b y reason of his ernployuc ii t ur Smaillitie', ol'i.uin the skull

and knowl ed cc necessa cv to eq u i him .usa prssible competitor in die trade, but that
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he might obtain such personal kuusvledge of and influence over the customers of his

c ing loyer, or such an acquaintance with his emploYer' s trade secrets as would enable

ii m, if competition s e re alk'wed, to take advan tag' of hi, emplo yer s trade connec

non or utilr.se i nformjtioO colic tiall obtuncd.
In Mason v I ri,lenr (ioti,ie 2  1 S!ippN Co. [19131 AU 721 it was argued, 	 that

all 	 in ight reaonabIy sa y I will not have the skill and knowledge acquired in

my employment imparted to m y traderivals,' and that the validity of the restraint did
not depend upon personal contact with the employer's customers, but upon the fact
that the employee gained that general knowledge which put him into a position to
compete with his master and made him a source of danger, against which the master
was entitled to protect himself.

This argument was rejected by your Lordships' House, and the restraint Ili question
was held bad, as being wider than was necessary to protect the employer from injury
by misuse of the employee's acquaintance with customers or knowledge of trade
secrets. In fact the reason, and the only reason, for upholding such a restraint on the
part of an employee is that the employer has some proprietary right, whether in the
nature of trade connection or in the nature of trade secrets, for the protection of which
such a restraint is having regard to the duties of the employee . reasonably
necessary. Such a restraint has, so far as I know, never been upheld, if directed only
to the prevention of competition or against the use of the personal skill and knowledge
acquired by the employee in his employer's business.

My Lords, it remains to apply what I have said to the particular circumstances of
the present case. Mr Herbert Moreis, the managing director of the plaintiff company,
very candidly admitted that the real object of the plaintiff company in imposing the
restraint was to preclude competition on the part of the defendant after he had left
the company's employment The company objected, he said, to skill and knowledge
acquired in its service being put at the disposition of any trade rival, and the skill and
knowledge he referred to was the general skill and knowledge which an employee of
any ability must necessarily obtain as opposed to knowledge of any matter and skill in
any process in which the company could be said to have any property at all.... As
directed against competition or against the use of this skill and knowledge, I am clearly
of opinion that the restraint was in no way required for the plaintiffs' protection, and
therefore unseasonable and bad in law.

An attempt was, however, made in argument to justify the restraint on the ground
that it was no more than adequate for the protection of the plaintiffs' trade connection
and trade secrets. I sin of opinion that this attempt completely failed. With regard to
the plaintiffs' connection, there is little or no evidence that the defendant ever came
Into personal contact with the plaintiffs' customers. For a period, it is true, he was
manager of the London branch of the plaintiffs' business, and for another period sales
manager at Loughborough. With the exception of these periods he was employed
entirely in the engineering department. Had the restraint been confined to London and
Loughborough and a reasonable area round each of these centi es, it might possibly
have been supported as reasonably necessary to protect the plaintiffs' connection, but a
restraint extending over the United Kingdom was obviousl

y too wide in this respect.
With regard to trade secrets, I am noL satisfied that the defendant wasentrusted

with any trade secret in the proper c nse of the ' ;ord at all

P','oe
A 'trade secret' can always be protected even where there is no express clause
ir. the contract. In Foster & Sons (I,n/) V Xmm'r' (1918) 35 1k;R 87, the
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defendant was em p1 eyed as the plain tt il's works manager and had been
instructed in their con fide it ti a! manufacturing P rocess" for glass. The con-
tract of employment contained a covenant whereby the detndant was not to
divulge any trade secrets and was not to carry On or be interested in glass
bottle manufacture or any other business connected with glass making carried
on by the plaintiffs for five years after the teflaination of his employment.
Sargant J granted at-- injunction to restrain the divulging of the trade secret,
namely the confidential manufacturing processes, since this restriction was
reasonable to Protect the company's interests, even though it extended to the
whole country and lasted for five years.

YIison v Iovident Clothing & Supply Company Ltd
[1913] AC 724 (HL)

The defend a n t
 was employed as a canvasser by the plaintiffs for the district

Of Isli ngton in London. The defendant covenanted not to work in any
similar business for three years within 25 miles of London. Held: as the
defendant's duties were confined to the district off, lington, the clause was
wider than was reasonably necessary to protect the p1aintifli' interests.

LORI) MO ULfQN . ...Are the restrictions which the covenant imposes upon the
freedom of action of the seaiit after he has left the se rvice of the master greater than
are reasonably necessary for the protection of the master in his business?

lThe first task of the Court, therefore, is to ascertain with due particulari ty the natureof the master's business and of the servant's employment therein
nature of the employmen t of the appellant in this business was solely to obtain

members and collect their instalments A small district in London was assigned to
him, which he canvassed and in which he collected the payments due, and outside
that small district he had no duties. His employment was therefore that of a local
canvasser and debt collector, and nothing more.

Such being the nature of the employment, it would be reasonable for the emplo yerto protect ltinasclfagai iast the danger of his former servant canvassing or collecting for
a rival firm in the district in which he had been employed If he were permitted to do
so before the expiry of a reasonably long interval he would he in a position to give tohis new employer all the advanta g es of that personal knowledge of the inhabitants of
the locality, and more especially of his former customers, which lie had acquired in
the service of the respondents and at their expense. Against such a contin ency tghe
master ni iglit reasonably protect himself, but I can see no further or other protection
s hid1 he could reasonably demand If the servant is employed by a rival hum in some
district which neither inciujc that in which he formerly worked for the respondetits,nor is i inincdiately adjoining thereto, there is no Personal k n owledgewhich he hasacqitirc1 in his former tiaster's senice which can be used to that n1atcr's prcudiee1 -

ho: respendems svotihi be in no diifernt position from that in which they svoidd be
if the appellir i t had acquired his experience in the stn - ice of et:1c ether cc'tnpat i yearring on a like bit'iine

( ;nsid:ring the strictl y lOcal character of the employment, I have no hesitation inavtng that I should he prepared to hold that [,h ej area [hcre} is very far greater than
could he reasonably required for tile protect ion of his former etnp!uyers
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(c) Exclusive dealing agreements

Esso Petroleum Co. Ltd v [harper's Garage (Stourport) Ltd
[1968] AC 269 (HL)

The parties entered into agreements relating to the supply of Esso petrol to
two garages belonging to Harper. By these agreements Harper agreed to
purchase petrol only from Esso, and in return they obtained a small discount
on the price. For the first garage the tie was to last for four years and five
months, but for the second garage a loan ofL7,000 was made and the tie was
to last for 21 years while the mortgage repayments were made on this loan. An
injunction was sought to prevent Harper from buying petrol from another
supplier. Held: these exclusive dealing agreements were within the restraint
of trade doctrine because Harper had given up a right to sell other petrol.
Although the restraint which operated for four and a half years was not longer
than was necessary to afford adequate protection to Esso's legitimate interests
in maintaining a stable system ofdistribution, the tie of2 1 years went beyond
a reasonable period, and therefore that restraint agreement was void.

LORD REID: . . . It is true that it would he an innovation to hold that ordinary
negative covenants preventing the use of a particular site for trading of all kinds or of
a particular kind are within the scope of the doctrine of restraint of trade. I.do not
think they are. Restraint of trade appears to rue to imply that a man contracts to give
up some freedom which otherwise he would have had. A person buying or leasing land
had no previous right to be there at all, let alone to trade there, and when he takes
possession of that land subject to a negative restrictive covenant he gives up no right
or fredom which he previously had....

In my view this agreement is within the scope of the doctrine of restrint of trade
as it had been developed in English law. Not only have the respondents agreed
negatively not to sell other petrol but they have agreed positively to keep this garage
open for the sale of the appellants' petrol at all reasonable hours throughout the period
of the tie. It was argued that this was merely regulating the respondent's trading and
rather promoting than restraining his trade. But regulating a person's existing trade
may be a greater restraint than prohibiting him from engaging in a new made. And a
contract to take one's whole supply from one source may be much more hampering
than a contract to sell one's whole output to one buyer. I would not attempt to define
the dividing line between contracts which are and contracts which ate not in restraint
Of trade, but in my view this contract must he held to be in restraint of trade. So it is
necessary to consider whether its provisions can be justified.

[Lord Reid referred to Lord Macnaghten's stateinen I in the No-Jeitft/r case, page
D81, and continued:] So in every case it is necessar y to consider first whether the
restraint went farther than to afford adequate protection to the party in whose favour
it was granted, secondly whether it can he justified as being iii the mntereats of the 11,11 IV
restratited, and, thirdl y , whether it must he held contrary to the public interest. I find
it difficult to agree with the way in which the court has in sontc cases treated, the
interests of the party restrained. Surely it can never be in the interest of a person to
agree to sullr a restraint unless he gets some compensating advantage, direct or
indirect. And Lord Macnaghten said: - of course the quantum of consideration
may enter into the question of the reasonableness of the contract.'
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Where two experienced traders are bargaining on equal terms and one has agreed
to a restraint for reasons which seem good to him the court is in grave danger of
stultifying itself if it says that it knows that trader's interest better than he does himself.
But there may well be cases where, although the parry to he restrained has deliberately
accepted the main terms of the contract, lie has been at a disadvantage as regards
other terms: for example where a set of conditions has been incorporated which h:s
not been the subject of negotiation -- there the court may have greater freedom to
hold them unreasonable.

[\V] hether or not a restraint is in the personal interests of the parties, it is I
think well established that the court will not enforce a restraint which goes further
than affording adequate protection to the legitimate interests of the party in whose
favour it is granted. This roust I think be because too wide a restraint is against the
public interest.

Then petrol rationing came to an end in 1950 the large producers began to make
agreements, now known as solus agreements, with garage owners under which the
garage owner, in return for certain advantages, agreed to sell onl y the petrol of the
producer with whom he made the agreement. Within a short time three-quarters of
the filling stations in this country were tied in that way and by the dates of the
agreements in this case over 90 per cent had agreed to tics. It appears that the garage
owners were not at a disadvantage in bargaining with the large producing companies
as there was intense competition between these companies to obtain these ties. So we
can assume that both the garage owners and the companies thought that such ties
were to their advantage. And it is not said in this case that all ties are either against
the public interest or against the interests of the parties. The respondents' case is that
the ties with which we are concerned are for too long periods.

The advantage to the garage owner is that he gets a rebate on the wholesale price
of the petrol which he buys and also may get other benefits or financial assistance.
The main advantages for the producing company appear to be that distribution is
made easier and more economical and that it is assured of a steady outlet for its petrol
over a period. As regards distribution, it appears that there were some 35,000 filling
stations in this country at the relevant time, of which about a fifth were tied to the
appellants. So they only have to distribute to some 7,000 filling stations instead of to
a very much larger number if most filling stations sold several brands of petrol. But
the main reason why the producing companies want ties for five years and more,
instead of ties for one or two years only, seems to he that they can organise their
business better if oil average only one-fifth or less of their ties conic to an end in
any one year. The appellants make a point of the fact that they have invested some
L200 millions in refineries and other plant and that they could not have done that
unless they could foresee a steady and assured level of sales of their petrol. Most of
their ties appear to have been made for periods of between five and 20 years. But we
have no evidence as to the precise additional advantage which they derive from a
five-year tie as compared with a two-year tie or from a 20year tie a compared with
a five-year tie.

The Court of Appeal held that these ties were for unreasonably long periods. They
thought that, if for any reason the respondents ceased to sell time appellants' petrol,
the appellants could have found other suitable outlets in the neighbourhood vmt-hmn
two or three years. I do not think that that is the right test. In the first place there was
no evidence about this and I do not think that it would be practicable to apply this
test in practice. It might happen that when the respondents ceased to sell their petrol,
the appellants would find such tin alternative outlet in a very short time. But, looking
tothe tact that well over 90 per cent of existing filling stations are tied and that there
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n: ay be great difficulty in opening a new filling station, it night take a very long time
to find an alternative. Any estimate of how long it might take to find suitable
alternatives for the respondents' filling stations could he little better than guesswork.

I do not think that the appellants' interest call regarded so narrowly They are
not so much concerned with any particular outlet as with maintaining a stable system
of distribution throughout the country so as to enable their business to he run
efficiently and economically. In my view there is sufficient material to justify a decision
that tics of less than five years were insufficient, in the circumstances of the trade when
these agreements were made, to afford adequate protection to the appellants' legit-
imate interests ... A tie for 21 years stretches far beyond any period for which
developments are reasonably foreseeable. Restrictions oil garage owner which
might seem tolerable and reasonable in reasonably foreseeable conditions might come
to have a very different effect in quite different conditions: the public interest comes
in here more strongly. And, apart from a case where he gets a loan, a garage owner
appears to get no greater advantage from a 20-year tie than he gets from a five-year
tie. So I would think that there must at least be some clearly established advantage to
the producing company - something to show that a shorter period would not be
adequate	 before so long a period could be justified. But in this case there is no
evidence to prove anything of the kind.	 . I would add that the decision in this case
- particularly in view of the paucity of evidence ought not, in my view, to he
regarded as laying down any general rule as to the length of tie permissible in a solos
agreement ... 1 must not be taken as expressing any opinion as to the validity of ties
for periods mid-way between the two periods with which the present case is
concerned.

Note
Lord Reid stated that the restraint of trade doctrine only applied where a
person gave up a right that would othertvise have been enjoyed. Therefore, if
an exclusive dealing transaction relating to land was inserted in a conveyance
or lease of land, it would not be subject to the doctrine, since a person buying
or leasing land has no previous right to trade there and would not be giving
up any right previously held.

Potentially, this provides a method for petrol companies to avoid the
operation of the restraint of trade doctrine in the context of exclusive dealing
agreements. However, in the next case the Court of Appeal refused to allow
this device to operate on the facts.

Alcc Lol,b ((,a2reS) Ltd v iota! Oil GB (td
[1985] 1 All ER 303 (CA)

In order to raise e:piral, the plaintiff company leased the land on which it
carried on irisincss as a garage and filling station to the defendant petrol
conianv. The plaintiff company had earlier borrowed money front the
iletiidant compan y and had an CXCiUSiVC dealing agreement lasting for 1S
cars (the duration of the loan). The defendant company leased the land

hack to the proprietors of the plaintiff company (\lr and i\lrs 1.) for an
annual rental payn;cnt. Ilte agreement contained a solos agreement to
purchase the defendant's petrol exclusively for a 21 - year period. Held:
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although technically the individual plaintiffs had no right to trade on the
land before the leaseback arrangement, the realit y was that the lease and
leaseback should be treated as one transaction designed to enable the
plaintills to Continue to trade on the propet-ty. The defendant coinç'anv
should not be in a better poSition than if the leaseback had been granted
to the plaintiff company. The tic for 21 years was reasonable because the
arrangement was a rescue operation designed to benefit the plaintiffs, the
leaseback had break clauses after seven and 14 years so that Mr and Mrs
L were not locked in for the 21 years, and the consideration for the lease
(and the tie) equated with the market value.

Note
It is important to be aware that restrictions on free competition are subject
to detailed legislative regulation (See \Vhish, Competition L(w, 3rd edo).

(d) Exclusive service agreements

A. Schroeder Music Publishing Co. Ltd v Macaulay
119741 1 WLR 1308 (IlL)

M, an unknown 21-year-old song writer, entered into a contract with S Ltd,
music publishers, whereby they engaged his exclusive services for five years.
Under the contract, M assigned full copyright for all of his compositions
during the contractual period. However, S Ltd were not obliged to publish
anything composed by M. If M's royalties exceeded L5,000 during a
five-year period the contract was to be automatically extended for another
five years, but although S Ltd could terminate the agreement on one month's
notice, M had no such rights. M alleged that the agreement was contrary to
public policy. Held: the agreement fell within the restraint of trade doctrine.
It was unreasonable as between the parties since it was one-sided.

LORD REID: . . . I think that in a case like the present case two questions must be
considered. Are the terms of the agreement so restrictive that either they cannot be
justified at all or they must he justified by the party seeking to enforce the agreement?
Then, if there is room for justification, has that party proved justification -- - normally
by showing that the restrictions were not more than what was reasonably required to
protect his legitimate interests? ...

The public interest requires in the interests both of the public and of the individual
that everyone should be free so far as practicable to earn a livelihood and to give to
the public the fruits of his particular abilities. The main question to be considered is
whether and how far the operation of the teniis of this agreement is likely to conflict
with this objective. The respondent is bound to assign to the appellants during a long
period the fruits of his musical talent. But what are the appellants bound to do with
those fruits? Under the contract nothing. If they do use the songs which the
respondent composes they must pay in terms of the contract. But they need not do
so. As has been said they may put them in a drawer and leave them there.

No doubt the expectation was that if the songs were of value they would be
published to the advantage of both parties. But if for any reason the appellants chose
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not to publish them the respondent would get no 'remuneration and lie could not doanything. mcvi ti bly the respondent mustst take the risk of in isj ii rlgm cot of the merits
of his work by the appellants But that is not the only reason which might cause the
appellants not to publish. There is no evidence about this so we must do the best we
can with Common knowledge. it does not seem fanciful and it was not argued that it
is fancifimi to suppose that Purely commercial consideration might cause a publisher
to refrain from publishing and promoting promising material. lie might think it likely
to he more profitable to promote work by other composers with whom he had
agreements and unwise or too expensive to try to publish and popularise the
respondent's work in addition. And there is always the possibility that less legitimate
reasons might influence a decision not to publish the respondent's work.

[lit appears to inc to be an unreasonable restraint to tie the composer for this period
Of years so that his work will be sterilised and lie can earn nothing from his abilities
as a composer if the publisher chooses not to publish. If there had been in clause 9
any provision entitling the composer to terminate the agreement in such an event the
case might have had a very different appearance. But as the agreement stands not only
is the composer tied but he cannot recover the copyright of work which the publisher
refuses to publish.

It was strenuously argued that the agreement is in standard form, that it has stood
the test of time, and that there is no indication that it ever causes injustice. Reference
was made to passages in the speeches of Lord Pearce and Lord Wilberforce in EisaPctroleunm Co. Ltdv IIalper's Garage Srouiport Lid [1968] AC 269 with which I whollyagree. Lord Pearce said, at p. 323:

It. is important that the court, in weighing the question of reasonableness, should
give full weight to commercial practices and to the gcnei ality of contracts made
freely by parties bargaining on equal terms,

and lord Wilberforce said, at pp. 332-333:

But the development of the law does seem to show that judges have been able to
dispense from the necessity of justification under a public policy test of reasonable-
ness such contracts or provisions of contracts as, under contemporary conditions,
may be found to have passed into the accepted and normal currency of commercial
or contractual or conveyancing tel ,itions. fliat such contracts have done so imiay be
taken to show with at least strong prima force that, moulded under the pressures of
negotiation, colnpetjtjom1 and public Opinion, they have assumed a form which
satisfies the test of public policy as understood by the c ourts at the time, or,regarding the matter frontthe point of 

view of the trade, that the trade in question
has assumed such a form that for its health or cxpansien it requires 

I degr e ofregulation.

But those passages refer to Contracts  'n a de freely by p, iii es 1 a g.i iii it Ii equalterm 5 ' or moulded under the pressures of negot iat OO L Oii i CII ItOh 0 id p hI ic
opinion.' I do not find from any evidence in this case, nor does it seem probable, that
this form of contract rn ode bet weczi a Publisher and an tin known composer has been
inc,tmldej by any pi essi:re )f negotiati ml. Indeed, it appears that established coitlplscm s
who can bargain on equal terms can and do make their own contracts.

Any contract b y winch a person eilgilgcs to give his exclusive crvmces to another br
a period necessarily mv olecs extejisiec restriction during that period of the common
lass' right to exercise any lass ful activity he chooses in such mariner as lie thinks best.
Nomiillilv the doctrine of restraint f trade his no application to such restrictions: (hey
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require no Iustifieatron But if Contractual restrictions appear to be otto ecessa y ('i
he reasonably capable of enforcement ill an oppressive manner, then they must he
justified before they can be en torced

In the present case the respndert t assigned to the appellam its 'the full copyright for
the v. hole world' in every musical omit p 'sit ion 'composed created or conceived' by
hint alone or in collaboration with any other person during a period of five or, it might
be 10 years. lie received no pa iiicnt (apart front initial L 50 ) unless his work was
published and the appellants need not publish unless they chose to do so. And if they
did not publish he had no right to terminate the agreement or to have copyrights
re-assigned to him. I need not consider whether in any circumstances it woold be
possible to justify such a one-sided agreement. It is sufficient to say that such evidence
as there is falls far short of justification. It must therefore follow that the agreement
so far as unperformed is unenforceable.

See also Watson v Prager [1991] 3 All ER 487, where the restraint required
the boxer to accept and fulfil all commitments negotiated on his behalf by his
manager, whereas the manager's duty to the boxer - namely to negotiate the
highest possible boxing fees was in conflict with the manager's interests as
a boxing promoter.

The decision in the following case concerned, inter alia, an allegation' that a
recording agreement was unenforceable as an unreasonable restraint of trade:

Panayiotou v Sony Music Entertainment ([1K) Ltd
[1994] EMLR 229

In 1983, the plaintiff, George Michael, and Andrew Ridgeley (the pop
group 'Wham') had sought to claim that their recording contract with
Inner Vision was void and unenforceable as an unreasonable restraint of
trade. This dispute had been compromised by an agreement with Sony
which terminated the agreement with Inner Vision and resulted in the
parties entering into the 1984 agreement. The 1984 agreement was
renegotiated with the plaintiff as a solo artist on the basis that it was binding
and resulted in the 1988 agreement ('Wham' having split up in 1986). This

agreement was itself renegotiated in 1990 to give effect to George Michael's
international success.

In 1992 the plaintiff claimed that the 1988 agreement (as varied in 1990)
was an unreasonable restraint of trade. Field: it would he contrary to public
policy to entertain an argument that the 1984 settlement agreement was
unenforceable as being in restraint of trade since it had settled a dispute
relating to the 1982 agreement and it would not otherwise be possible to
compromise a disputed restraint of trade by substituting a new agreement.
Public policy favoured giving effect to the settlement reached since there
had been no undue influence or improper pressure. The plaintiff had been
separately advised and had an experienced negotiator. It followed that it
would also be contrary to public policy to entertain that argument in
relation to the 1988 agreemelt, so that the agreement did not attract the
restraint of trade doctrine.
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Notes
1. See Coulrhard (1995) 58 MLR 73.
2. Although it was not strictly necessary to consider the Nordenfelt test,
Parker J found that Sony's legitimate interest in the restraint was their desire
to sell as many records as possible, and that the terms of the 1988 agreement
were justified as being no more than was reasonably required to protect that
legitimate interest. For example:

(a) Although the 1988 agreement could last a maximum of 15 years, it
was not fixed and the plaintiff could shorten that period by delivering albums
more quickly. The duration was justifiable to ensure that there were sufficient
successes to pay for any failures.

(b) Although there was no obligation on Sony to exploit the master
recording, Parker J considered that, since it was in their commercial interest
to exploit it to the full, they would certainly do so.

(c) The agreement contained favourable terms on advances and the terms
reflected the plaintiff's international Status.

(d) Although it was possible for Sony to assign its rights, this was limited
to companies within the same group and was considered unlikely.

(e) Although there was a restraint on re-recording for three years after the
expiry of the agreement, this was considered a reasonable period to protect
Sony's legitimate interest.
3. Parker J also considered the alleged defences to a restraint of trade under
the first limb of the Nordenfelt test. He considered that, in any event, the
plaintiff had affirmed the agreement because in 1992, knowing that the 1988
agreement could be challenged as unenforceable, he had requested and
received an advance on an album (although this was later repaid). The
plaintiff had also acquiesced in the agreementso that it would be unfair and
unconscionable for the plaintiff to assert that the 1988 agreement was
unenforceable. Specifically, the judge considered the terms allowing for
accelerated payment of advances which had led to the p ayment of l 1
million in advances in 1988 and the favourable renegotiation in 1990. The
plaintiff had also received expert legal advice and was aware of the restraint
of trade doctrine.

(e) Severance of the objectionable parts of covenants

(I) Sinking out the objectionable pail as it stands

Goidsoll v Goldman
[1915] I Ch 292 (CA)

The plaintiff and the defendant were both in business as dealers in
imitation jewellery at Old Bond Street and New Bond Street in London.
The defendant sold his business to the plaintiff and covenanted that for two
years he would not:
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either solel y or jointly with or as agent or employee for any person
or persons or company directly or indirectly carry on or be engaged or
concerned or interested in or render services (gratuitously or otherwise)
to the business of a vendor of or dealer in real or imitation jewellery in
the county of London, England, Scotland, Ireland, \Vales, or any part of
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland and the Isle of Man
or in France, the United States of America, Russia, or Spain, or within
twenty-five miles of Potsdamerstrasse, Berlin, or St. Stefans Kirche,
Vienna.

Held: the covenant was too wide in terms of subject matter since it referred
to real jewellery when the defendant had not traded in real jewellery. It was
also too wide in geographic-al area since the defendant had not traded
abroad. However, these restrictions were severable from the rest of the
promise, leaving a covenant that the defendant would not carry on the
business of dealing in imitation jewellery in the UK or the Isle of Man. This
restriction was reasonably necessary for the plaintiff's protection, and hence
was enforceable.

Notes
1. This is an example of severance in a covenant relating to the sale of a
business. It may be that the courts are less likely to sever in the case of
covenants between employer and employee, where the bargaining power may
he unequal.

Nordenfelt v Maxim I'fordcnfelt Guns & Ammunition Company Ltd [1894] AC
535 (page 581), is another example of severance in the context of a covenant
on the sale of a business. The second part of the covenant, relating to
engaging in any business competing with that of the company, was void
because it went further than was reasonably necessary to protect the business
acquired. However, it could be severed from the first part as the two were
clearly separable promises.
2. In Mason v Provident Clothing & Supply Company Ltd [1913] AC 724
(page 586), (a covenant between employer and employee), the House of
Lords refused to redraft a clause so as to render it reasonable. Therefore,
the whole promise was void and unenforceable. Lord Moulton said (at

pp. 745-6):

It would in my opinion he pessimi exemnplm if, when an employer had exacted a
covenant deliberately framed in unreasonably wide terms, the Courts were to come to
his assistance and, by applying their ingenuity and knowledge of the law, carve out of
this void covenant the maximum of what he might validly have required. It must be
remembered that the real sanction at the back of these covenants is the terror and
expense of litigation, in which the servant is usually at a great disadvantage, in view
of the longer purse of his master. It is sad to think that in this present case this
appellant, whose employment is a comparatively humble one, should have had to go
through four Courts before he could free himself fr,,ns such unreasonable restraints as
this covenant imposes, and the hardship imposed by the exaction of unreasonable
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covenants by employers would be greatly iicreased if they could continue the practice
with the expectation that, having exposed the Servant to the anxiety and expense of
litigation, the Court would in the end enable them to obtain everything which they
could have obtained by acting reasonably. It is evident that those who drafted this
covenant aimed at making it a penal rather than a protective covenant, and that they
hoped by means of it to paralyse the earning capabilities of the mart if and when he
left their service, and were not thinking of what would be a reasonable Protection to
their business, and having so acted they must take the consequences.

(ii) Severance must not alter the nature of the orignial covenant

Attwood v Lamont
[19201 3 KB 571 (CA)

The plaintiff carried on business in Kidderminster as a draper, tailor and
general outfitter. The defendant, an employee in the tailoring department,
covenanted that he would not at any time thereafter, 'either on his own
account or on that of any wife of his or in partnership with or as assistant,
servant or agent to any other person, persons or company early on or be
in any way directly or indirectly concerned in any of the following trades
or businesses; that is to say, the trade or business of a tailor, dressmaker,
general draper, milliner, hatter, haberdasher, gentlemen's, ladies' or
children's outfitter at any place within a radius of 10 miles of' Kiddermnin-
ster. The defendant set up business as a tailor at Worcester, outside the 10
miles' limit, but obtained and executed tailoring orders in Kidderminster.
The covenant was held to be wider than was reasonably necessary for the
protection of the plaintiff's business. The plaintiff argued that the covenant
could be severed to leave only the restraint relating.o tailoring. Held: the
covenant was a single covenant for the protection of the plaintiff's
entire busiiicss, and not several covenants for the protection of different
businesses. Consequentl y, it could not be severed without altering the
nature of the covenant,

YOUNGER U: . . - [F] his was not a case tit upon any principle this severance
was permissible. The learned judges of the Divisional Court, I think, took the view
That such severance always was permissible when it could be effectively accomplished
by the action of a blue pencil. I do not agree. The doctrine of severance has not, I
think, gone further than to make it permissible in a case where the covenant is not
really a single covenant but is in effect a combination of several distinct covenants. In
that case and where the severance can he carried out without the addition or :ilteration
of a word, it is permissible. But in that case only.

Now, here, I think, there is in truth but one covenant for the protection of the
respondent's entire business, and nut several covenants for the protection of his
cevcral businesses. The respondent is. on the evidence, not carrying on several
husiucscs but one huncess, and. in 111 Y ,Pillioll, this covenant itiiit tand or full tit
its unaltered form

But. further, I ani of opinion that even if this were not Si) this case is nut one in
which an y severance, even if otherwise technically permissible, ought to he in ache. In
mv vicsv the llcccs^:Ilv eUct of the application ut the principle on which ,hsson a
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[1913] AC 724 and j'f risvSavelby [1916]! AC 6hS have both been deeidd hasbeen to
render obsolete the cases in ss!neh the Courts have severed these restrictive covenants
wheo acting on the view that being pi ima facie valid it was their ch i ty to hind the
covenantee to them as far as was pet inissible. It in ay well be that these cases arc still
applicable to covenants betwee is vendor and purchaser, for upon such coveis.in N the effect
of Lord Macn aghte n's test upon the law as previously understood has been little ni ore
than a matter of words, and I .ord Moulton's observations have no direct application to
such covenants. But these authorities do not seem to inc to be any longer of assistance in
the case of a covenant between employer and employee. 1b such a covenant I think the
statement of Lord Moulton in Mason's'a Case [see extract page 586] necessarily applies.

SECTION 2: ILLEGAL CONTRACTS

A: CONTRACTS PROHIBITED BY STATUTE

(a) Express prohibition

Re Mahmozicl & Ispalia;zi
[1921] 2 KB 716 (CA)

In 1919, under the Defence of the Realm Regulations, an Order was nsade
prohibiting the purchase or sale of linseed oil without a licence. The
plaintiff, who had a licence, sold linseed oil to the defendant, having been
incorrectly assured by the defendant that the defendant also had the
required licence. The terms of the plaintiffs licence specified that delivery
was only to be made to persons who held a licence. The defendant
subsequently refused to accept delivery of the linseed oil, pleading that, due
to his own absence of a licence, the contract was illegal. Held: since the
defendant had no licence the contract of sale was prohibited by the Order.
It was therefore illegal and unenforceable by the plaintiff.

ATKIN U: . . . When the Court has to deal with the question whether a particular
contractor class of contract is prohibited by statute, it may find an express prohibition in
the statute, or it may have to infer the prohibition from the fact that the statute imposes a
penalty upon the person entering into that class of contract. In the latter case one has to
examine very carefully the precise terms of the stature imposing the penalty upon the
individual. One may find that the statute imposes a penalty upon an individual, and yet
does not prohibit the contract if it is made with a party who is innocent of the offence
which is created by the statute. [H]ere it appears to me to he plain that this particular
contract was expressly prohibited by the terms of the Order which imposes the necessity
of a compliance with the licence. With great respect to the learned judge, I think the
underlying fallacy in his judgment is that he has not directed his attention to the terms of
the licence or to the terms of the Order which says that no sale shall be made unless it
complies with the terms of the licence. When one looks at the licence one finds an express
prohibition against the plaintiff selling to the defendant as the latter had not a licence.

Notes
1. If a contract is illegal by statute, neither party can enforce it. The
innocence of the plaintiff in Re Maheioud & Ispahani did not allow him to

recover damages under the illegal contract.
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2. An innocent party may have some remedy if he can establish the
existence of a collateral undertaking by the other party to ensure that the
contract is not illegal. However, this will only be of use in exceptional cases.

Stronginan (1945) Ltd v Sin cock
[1955] 2 QB 525 (CA)

Builders entered into a contract with the architect owner whereby they
were to supply materials and carry out work at his premises. The architect
owner orally promised to obtain all the licences required under the Defence
(General) Regulations 1939. Licences were obtained for £2,150 of
authorised costs, but the total value of the work carried out was £6,905.
The architect had paid £2,900 and sought to avoid paying the balance by
arguing that performance of the contract was illegal. The builders sought
the unpaid sum or damages for breach of the warranty that the architect
would obtain any necessary licences. Held: that although the builders could
not recover the Contract price, since the contract was prohibited by the
regulations, the assurance amounted to a warranty or collateral promise by
the architect that he would obtain any necessary licences, and they were
entitled to damages for breach of that promise.

DENNING U: It is said that, if damages could be recovered, it would be an easy way
of getting round the law about illegality. This does not alarm me at all. It is, of course,
a settled principle that a man cannot recover for the consequences of his own unlawful
act, but this has always been confined to cases where the doer of the act knows it to
be unlawful or is himself in some way morally culpable. It does not apply when he is
an entirely innocent party . . . [Counsel for the architect] referred us to the
observations of this court in In re Mahrnoud & Ispahani [1921] 2 KB 716. On a
consideration of that case it seems to me that the court only decided that no action
lay upon the contract for the purchase of goods. They did not decide whether there
was an action for fraud or breach of promise or warranty: and I do not think that their
observations were intended to express any view on the matter.

Question
Can this case be distinguished from Re Ma/irnoud & Ispa/iani?

(b) Contracts impliedly illegal in formation
The courts are reluctant to hold that a statute impliedly prohibits the making
of a contract.

Arch bolds (Freightage) Ltd v S. Spanglett Ltd
[19611 1 QB 374 (CA)

The defendants owned a number of vans with 'C' licences, enabling them,
under the Road and Rail Traffic Act 1933, to carry their own goods, but
not the goods of others, for payment. The plaintiffs, believing that the
defendants had 'A' licences enabling them to carry goods for others for
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reward, employed the defendants to carry whisky from Leeds to London.
The whisky was stol e n en route owing to thc driver's negligence, arid the
plaintiffs claimed damages for the loss. The defendants pleaded illegality,
in that their van did not have all 'A' licence as required by statute. held:
this Contract was not prohibited either expressly or inspliedly by statute,
and therefore was not illegal at its inception. Since the plaintiffs were
unaware of the true facts and were innocent parties, they could recover
damages for breach of Contract.

PEARCE U: If a contract is expressly of by necessary implication forbidden by
statute, or if it is ek facie illegal, or if both parties know that though ex facie legal it
can only be performed by illegality or is intended to be performed illegally, the law
will not help the plaintiffs in any way that is a direct or indirect enforcement of rights
under the contract. And for this purpose both parties are presumed to know the law.

The first question, therefore, is whether this contract of carriage was forbidden by
statute. The two cases on which the defendants mainl y rel y are In re an Arbitration
between Mahtnoud and Ispaha,,j [1921] 2 KB 716 and J . Dennis & Co. Ltd v Munn
[1949] 2 KB 327. In both those cases the plaintiffs were unable to enforce their rights
under contracts forbidden by statute. ...In neither ease could the plaintiff bring his
contract within the exception that alone would have made its subject-matter lawful,
namely, by showing the existence of a licence. Therefore, the core of both contracts
was the mischief expressly forbidden by the statutory order and the statutory
regulation respectively.

In Aiah,noud'5 case the object of the order was to prevent (except under licence) a
person buying and a person selling, and both parties were liable to penalties.. A
contract of sale between those persons was therefore expressly forbidden. In Dennis's
case the object of the regulation was to prevent (except under licence) owners from
performing building operations, and builders from carrying out the work for them.
Both parties were liable to penalties and a contract between these persons for carrying
out an unlawful operation would be forbidden by implication.

The case before us is somewhat different. The carriage of the plaintiffs' whisky was
not as such prohibited; the statute merely regulated the means by which carriers
should carry goods. Therefore this contract was not expressly forbidden by the statute.

Was it then forbidden by implication? The Road and Rail Traffic Act, 1933, section
1, says: 'no person shall use a goods vehicle on a road for the carriage of goods
except tinder licence,' arid provides that such use shall be an offence. Did the statute
thereby intend to forbid by implication all contracts whose performance must on all
the facts (whether known or not) result in a contravention of that Section?

The object of the Road and Rail Traffic Act, 1933, was not (in this connection) to
interfere with the owner of goods or his facilities for transport, but to control those
who provided the transport with a view to promoting its efficiency. Transport of goods
was not made illegal but the various licence holders were prohibited from encroaching
on one another's territory, the intention of the Act being to provide an orderly and
comprehensive service Penalties were provided for those licence holders who went
outside the bounds of their allotted spheres. These penalties apply to those using the
vehicle but not to the goods owner. Though the latter could be convicted of aiding
and abetting any breach, the restrictions were not aimed at him. Thus a contract of
carriage was not impliedly forbidden by the statute.

This view is supported by common sense and convenience If the other view were
held it would have far-reachin, effets. For instance, if a carrier induces me (who am
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in fact iguorant of any illegality) to entrust goods to him and negligently destroys
them, he would only have to show that (though unknown to me) his licence had
expired, or did not properly cover the transportation, or that he was uninsured, and
I should then be without a remedy against him. Or, again, if I ride in a taxicab and
the driver leaves me stranded in some deserted spot, he would only have to show that
he was (though unknown to me) unlicensed or uninsured, and I should be without
remedy. This appears to me an undesirable extension of the implications of a statute.

Question
What would the position have been in Archbolds v Spanglert if the plaintiffs
had known that there was no 'A' licence?

Notes
1. Re Mahmoud & Ispaliani (page 596), was distinguished in ArcI2bolds V
Spanglert because the statute in that case expressly prohibited the sale to an
unlicensed person. In Archbolds v Spanglert the carriage of the whisky was not
prohibited but the statute did regulate the manner of the transportation. This
contract was not illegal from the beginning but was performed by the
defendants in an illegal way.
2. In the next case, Kerr Lj identified the factors relevant in deciding
whether a statute (the Insurance Companies Act 1974) rendered contracts
made by unauthorised insurers illegal.

Phoenix General Insurance Co. of Greece SA v Administratia
Asigurarilor de Stat

[19871 2 All ER 152 (CA)

KERR U: . . [flt seems to me that the position can be summarised as follows.
(i) Where a statute prohibits both parties front concluding or performing a

contract when both or either of them have no authority to do so, the contract is
implicdly prohibited: see Ma/unoud and Ispahani's case [1921] 2 KB 716, [1921] All
ER Rep 217 and its analysis by Pearce U in the Archbolds case [1961] 1 All ER 417,
[1961] 1 QB 374 with which Devlin Lj agreed.

(ii) But where a statute merely prohibits one party from entering into a contract
without authority and/or imposes a penalty oil if he does so (i.e. a unilateral
prohibition) it does not follow that the contract itself is impliedly prohibited so as to
render it illegal and void. Whether or not the Statute has this effect depends on
considerations of public policy in the light of the mischief which thd statute is designed
to prevent, its language, scope and purpose, the consequences for the innocent party,
and any other relevant considerations.

(iii) The Insurance Companies Act 1974 only imposes a unilateral prohibition on
unauthorised insurers, If this were merely to prohibit them from carrying on 'the
business of effecting contracts of insurance' of a class for which they have no authority,
then it would clearly be open to the court to hold that considerations of public policy
preclude the implication that such contracts are prohibited and void. But unfortunate-
ly the unilateral prohibition is not limited to the business of 'effecting contracts of
insurance' but extends to the business of 'carrying out contracts of insurance'. This is
a form of statutory prohibition, albeit only unilateral, which is not covered by any
authority. However, in the same way as Parker J in the Bedford case [1984] 3 All ER
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766, [1985] QB 966, I can see no convincing escape from the conclusion that this
extension of the prohibition has the unfortunate effect that contracts tirade without
authorisation are prohibited by necessary implication and therefore void. Since the
statute prohibits the insurer from carrying out the contract (of which the most obvious
example is paying claims), how ca ll  insured require the insurer to do an act which
is expressly forbidden by statute? And how can a court enforce a contract against an
unauthorised insurer when Parliament has expressly prohibited him from carrying it
out? In that situation there is simply no room for the introduction of considerations
of public policy. As Parker J said in the Bedford case [1984] All ER 766 at 775, [1985]
QB .966 at 986:

•	 once it is concluded that oil 	 true construction the Act prohibited both
contract and performance, that is the public policy.

(iv) It follows that, however reluctantly, I feel hound to agree with the analysis of
Parker J in the Bedford case and his conclusion that contracts of insurance made by
unauthorised insurers are prohibited by the 1974 Act in the sense that they are illegal
and void, and therefore unenforceable. In particular, I agree with the following
Passages which led him to this conclusion ([1984] 3 All ER 766 at 772, [1985] QB
966 at 981):

The express prohibition is on the carrying on of insurance business of a relevant
class, but, as I have already mentioned, the definition in the case of each' class
begins, 'the effecting and carrying out of contracts of insurance'. What therefore is
prohibited is the carrying on of the business of effecting and performing contracts
of insurance of various descriptions in the absence of an autlrorisauun. It is thus
both the contracts themselves and the performance of them at which the statute is
directed.

Hughes v Asset Managers plc
[1995] 3 All ER 669 (CA)

The argument advanced in this case was that since s. 1 of the Prevention.
of Fraud (Investments) Act 1958 required an individual who dealt with
share purchases to have a licence to deal in securities under that Act, if at
the relevant time the person dealing did not have such a licence then any
purchase contract made by that person was void. Such a result would have
avoided a loss consequent on the actual share purchase which had been
made by the person giving the instruction to purchase. The trial judge held
that the purchase contracts were not void. Held: on appeal, the purchase
contracts were neither expressly nor impliedly prohibited by the Act. In
addition, public policy considerations did not support the argument ad-
vanced because the aim of the Act was to protect the public by licensing
professional dealers and this protection would be lost if contracts made by
unlicensed dealers were void.

SA\'ILLE U: • . • I readily accept that the purpose of the 1958 Act was to protect the
investing public by imposing criminal sanctions on those who, as principals or agents,
engaged in the business of dealing in securities without being duly licensed. Parlia-
ment clearly intended to provide the investing public with the safeguard of the
approval and licensing of professional dealers by the Board of Tradc However, I can
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see no basis in either the words the legislature has used or the type of prohibition
under discussion, or in considerations of public policy (including the mischief against
which this part of the 1958 Act was directed), for the assertion that Parliament must
be taken to have intended that such protection required (over and above criminal
sanctions) that any deals effected through the agency of unlicensed persons should
automatically he struck down and rendered ineffective. Oil contrary, it seems to
me that not only is there really no good reason why Parliament should have taken up
this stance, but good reason why parliament should have held the contrary view.

In this connection it must be remembered as Kerr Lj pointed out ill General
Insurance Co. of Greece SA v Athninistratia Asigurarilor de Stat [1987] 2 All ER 152 at
176-177, [1988] QB 216 at 273-275, that rendering transactions void affects both the
guilty and the innocent parties. The latter, just as much as the former, cannot enforce
a void bargain or obtain damages for its breach. In the context of the section under
discussion this could well produce very great hardship and injustice on wholly
innocent panics; for example, where the dealer fails to perform a bargain which would
have resulted in a profit or saved the investor from a loss. In other words, the
argument put forward by the appellants necessarily involves the proposition that
Parliament has chosen to provide a defence against claims for breach of contract in
favour of the very people who have ignored its licensing requirements. I repeat that I
can find nothing to indicate that this is what Parliament did, or intended to do, when
enacting this statute, nor anything to indicate any good reason or public need for such
a result.

HIRST U: . . In my judgment, upon the proper construction of s. 1(1) of the
Prevention of Fraud (Investments) Act 1958, the contracts between the appellants
and the respondents which are at issue in this case are not expressly forbidden by the
statute. What is forbidden by s. 1(l)(b) is the dealing by the servant or agent of one
of the two parties to the contract, in this case the respondents.

The question therefore is whether these contracts are impliedly forbidden. On this
issue rgain the greatest assistance front judgment of Kerr 1.J in Phoenix General
Insurance Co. of Greece SA v Ad,ninistramia Asigurarilor de Star [1987] 2 All ER 152,
[1988] QB 216. The ratio of the relevant part of this judgment, to which Saville U
has already referred, is that, because of the express prohibition in the Insurance
Companies Act 1974 of 'carrying Out contracts of insurance' of the relevant kind,
contracts made without the necessary authorisation were impliedly prohibited and
therefore void (see [1987] 2 All ER 152 at 176, [1988] QB 216 at 273-274 per
Kerr lj)... Looking at that judgment as a whole, it is quite clear that, but for the
embargo against carrying out contracts of insurance, the decision would have gone the
Other way. Although this part of that judgment is strictly obiter, it is of the greatest
persuasive force and, indeed, was adopted and applied as the ratio of the decision in
Re Cavalier Insurance Co. Ltd [1989] 2 Lloyd's Rep 430 at 443 by Knox J, who also
reached his conclusion with the greatest reluctance because, though undesirable, it
was inescapable. If [counsel for the purchaser] were right and these contracts were
void, the innocent client might well suffer loss which he could not recover in the
circumstances already described by Saville U, which (as Pearce U stated in Archho?ds
(Freightage) Ltd v S Spancictt Ltd (Randall, third party) [1961] 1 All ER 117 at 424,
19611 1 QB 374 at 387) would be a most unsatisfactory result, and one which, in

my judgment, would he inimical to public policy, which is the ultimate test to be
applied.

I would add that I think the public interest under this statute was fully met by the
exaction, in appropriate cases, of the quite severe penalties prescribed by s. 1(2) of the
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1958 Act. I would therefore hold that these contracts are not impliedly forbidden by
the statute, and for these reasons I would also dismiss this appeal.

(Nourse I-J agreed with both judgments.)

B: CONTRACTS WHICH ARE ILLEGAL
IN THEIR PERFORMANCE

St John Shipping Corporation vJoseph Ranh Ltd
[1957] 1 QB 267

It was an offence under the Merchant Shipping (Safety and Load Line
Conventions) Act 1932 to load a ship to such an extent that the load line
was below water. The plaintiff charterers overloaded the ship and caused
the load line to be submerged. The master was prosecuted and fined
L1,200 for this offence. The defendants, who were the consignees of part
of the cargo, withheld some of the freight due (equivalent to the amount
due on the overloaded cargo) and argued that the plaintiffs had performed
the charter in an illegal manner. held: the plaintiffs recover the
freight due. Illegal performance of a contract did not render the contract
illegal unless the contract as performed was one which the statute meant to
prohibit. This Act merely punished infringements of the load line rules and
did not prohibit the contract of carriage which was performed in breach of
the rules.

DEVLIN Jr . . . There are two general principles. The first is that a contract which is
entered into with the object of comomiting an illegal act is unenforceable. The
application of this principle depends upon proof of the intent, at the time the contract
was made, to break the law; if the intent is mutual the contract is not enforceable at
all, and, if unilateral, it is enforceable at the suit of the party who is proved to have
it. This principle is not involved here. Whether or not the overloading was deliberate
when it was done, there is no proof that it was contemplated when the contract of
carriage was made. The second principle is that the court will not enforce a contract
which is expressly or impliedly prohibited by statute. If the contract is of this class it
does not matter what the intent of the parties is; if the statute prohibits the contract,
it is unenforceable whether the parties meant to break the law or not. A significant
distinction between the two classes is this. In the former class you have only to look
and see what acts the Statute prohibits; it does not matter whether or not it prohibits
a contract; if a contract is deliberately made to do a prohibited act, that contract will
he unenforceable. In the latter class, you have to consider not what acts the statute
prohibits, but what contracts it prohibits; but you are not concerned at all with the
intent of the parties; if the parties enter into a prohibited contract, that contract is
unenforceable.

Two questions are involved. The first --. and the one which hitherto has usually
settled the matter - is: does the statute mean to prohibit contracts at all? But if this
be answered in the affirmative, then one must ask: does this contract belong to the
class which the statute intends to prohibit? For example, a person is forbidden by
statute from using an unlicensed vehicle on the highway. If one asks oneself whether
there is in such an enactment an implied prohibition of all contracts for the use of
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unlicensed vehicles, the answer may well be that there is, and that contracts of hire
would be unenforceable But if one asks oneself whether there is an implied
prohibition of contracts for the carriage of goods by unlicensed vehicles or for the
repairing of unlicensed vehicles or for the garaging of unlicensed vehicles, the answer
may well be different. The answer might be that collateral contracts of this sort are
not within the ambit of the statute.

[A] n implied prohibition of contracts of loading does not necessarily extend to
contracts for the carriage of goods by improperly loaded vessels. Of course, if the
parties knowingly agree to ship goods by an overloaded vessel, such a contract would
be illegal; but its illegality does not depend on whether it is impliedly prohibited by
the statute, since it falls within the first of the two general heads of illegality I noted
above where there is an intent to break the law. The way to test the question whether
a particular class of contract IS prohibited by the statute is to test it in relation to a
contract made in ignorance of its effect.

In my judgment, contracts for the carriage of goods are not within the amuit of this
statute at all. A court should not hold that any contract or class of contracts is
prohibited by stanite unless there is a clear implication, or 'necessary inference,' that
the statute so intended. If a contract has as its whole object the doing of the very act
which the statute prohibits, it can be argued that you can hardly make sense of a
statute which forbids an act and yet permits to be made a contract to do it; that is a
clear implication. But unless you get a clear implication of that sort, I think that a
court ought to be very slow to hold that a statute intends to interfere with the rights
and remcdies given by the ordinary law of contract. Caution in this respect is, I think,
especially necessary in these times when so much of commercial life is governed by
regulations of one sort or another, which may easily be broken without wicked intent.
Persons who deliberately set out to break the law cannot expect to be aided in a court
of justice, but it is a different matter when the law is unwittingly broken. To nullify a
bargain in such circumstances frequently means that in a case - perhaps of such
triviality that no authority would have felt it worth while to prosecute - a seller,
because he cannot enforce his civil rights, may forfeit a sum vastly in excess of any
penalty that a criminal court would impose; and the sum forfeited will not go into the
public purse but into the pockets of someone who is lucky enough to pick up the
windfall or astute enough to have contrived to get it. It is questionable how far this
contributes to public morality. In Vita Food Products Inc. v Unus Shipping Co. [1939]
AC 277, Lord Wright said: 'Nor must it be forgotten that the rule by which contracts
not expressly forbidden by statute or declared to be void are in proper cases nullified
for disobedience to a statute is a rule of public policy only, and public policy
understood in a wider sense may at times be better served by refusing to nullify a
bargain save on serious and sufficient grounds.' It may be questionable also whether
public policy is well served by driving from the seat of judgment everyone who has
been guilty of a minor transgression. Commercial men who have unwittingly offended
against one of a multiplicity of regulations may nevertheless feel that they have not
thereby forfeited all right to justice, and may go elsewhere for it if courtsof law will
not give it to them. In the last resort they will, if necessary, set up their Own machinery
for dealing with their own disputes in the way that those whom the law puts beyond
the pale, such as gamblers, have done. I have said enough, and perhaps more than
enough, to show how important it is that the courts should be slow to imply the
statutory prohibition of contracts, and should do so only when the implication is quite
clear.	 e Act of 1932 imposes a penalty which is itself designed to deprive the
o	 of the benefits of his crime. It would be a curious thing if the operation could
b erforrned tsvie - once by the criminal law and then again by the civil. It would
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be curious, too, if in a case in which the magistrates had thought fit to Impose onl y a
nominal fine, their decision could, in effect, be overridden in a civil action. But the
question whether the rule applies to statutory offences is an important one which I do
not wish to decide in the present case.

The rights which cannot be enforced must be those 'directly resulting' from the
crime. That means. I think, that for a right to money or to propert y to be
unenforceable the property or money must be identifiable as something to which. but
for the crime, the plaintiff would have had no right or title. That cannot be said in
this case....

Notes
1. In Show v Groom [1970] 2 QB 504, a rent book did not contain all the
information required b y statute, which was an offence punishable with a
maximum fine of L50. when the landlord claimed arrears of rent, the tenant
relied on the failure to provide a proper rent book as prohibiting the plaintiff
from recovering any rent. The Court of Appeal held that the contract was not
illegal since this provision was not intended to prevent the recover y of rent.
2. In Anderson Ltd V Daric! [1924] 1 KB 138, it was an offence to sell
artificial fertilisers without giving the buyer an invoice stating the percentages
of certain chemicals in the fertilisers. No invoice was issued b y the seller, and
since the object of the statute in requiring the invoice was to protect
purchasers, this could only be achieved by rendering the sale without an
invoice illegal. Scrutton Lj said (at pp. 147-9):

When the policy of the Act in q uestion is to protect the general public or a class of
oerson by requiring that a contract shall he accompanied b y ce rtain formalities
or conditions, and a penalty is imposed on the person omitting those formalities or
conditions, the contract and its performance without those formalities or conditions
is illegal. and cannot be sued upon b y the person liable to the penalities....Now
here the provision as to the invoice is clearl y to protect a particular class of the public
- namely , the people who bu y artificial manures. The seller is required to give on or
before -or as soon as possible after delivery of the article an invoice stating the
percentages of its ingredients. The vendors did not do so. It follows from the principle
that I have stated that when they come to sue for the price the y can be met with the
defence that the wa y in which they performed the contract was illegal. ....flhe giving
of the invoice is part of the performance of the contract. . . . [T]he vendors have
committed an illegaliry in the performance of their contract, and that as the statutory
Provision was enacted for the protection of a class, including the purchaser who is now
being sued, the vendors cannot recover the price.

The illegal performer of a contract which has become illegal because of the
way in which it has been performed, cannot enforce that contract. In Anderson
Ltd v Daniel the seller could not claim the price of the fertilisers because his
failure to present the invoice had rendered the contract illegal.
3. The contract in Archbolds v Spanglcrt (page 597) had become illegal
because of the wa y in which it was performed, but the innocent parry, who
was ignorant of the unlawful performance, could have sued upon it.

An innocent parry can sue on a contract performed in an illegal manner
unless that party 'participated' in the illegality.
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Ashmore, Benson, Pease & Co. Ltd v A. V Dawson Ltd
[19731 1 WLR 828 (CA)

The plaintiff company had manufactured two 25 ton tube banks and had
agreed with the defendants, a small road haulage firm, for the carriage of
these tube banks to the port of shipment. The plaintiff company's transport
manager was present when one of the tube banks was loaded onto the
defendants' lorry in contravention of the Road Traffic Act 1960, s. 64(2),
which specified that the maximum weight laden of the lorry was not to
exceed 30 tons. The weight of the lorry with the tube bank was 35 tons,
but the plaintiff company's transport manager raised no objection and did
not insist on the use of a low loader, although he knew that this was the
appropriate vehicle for such. a load. On the journey one of the lorries
toppled oer damaging the tube bank. The defendants claimed that the
contract was void for illegality because the plaintiffs' servants knew that
carnage of such loads on these lorries was in breach of the statute. Held:
(Phillimore LJ dissenting) although this contract was lawful in its inception,
it had been performed in an unlawful manner to the knowledge of, and
with the participation of, the plaintiffs' servants. Therefore the plaintiffs
could not recover in damages.

Manes v Philip Trant & Sons Ltd
[1954] 1 QB 29 (CA)

The defendants, seed merchants, bought wheat, described as spring wheat
known as Fylgia, from a third party. The defendants resold it under the
same description to the plaintiff farmers. In fact it was not spring wheat
and was known as Vilmorin. The plaintiffs recovered damages against the
defendants. The defendants then claimed an indemnity and damages from
the third-party supplier. The third party alleged that the defendants had
not delivered a statement to the plaintiffs as they should have done under
s. I of the Seeds Act 1920, specifying particulars of the variety, purity and
germination of the seeds, so that the contract between the plaintiffs and the
defendants was illegal. Held p the contract was not illegal in itself although
it was illegal in the manner of its performance. That meant that the
contract between the plaintiffs and the defendants was unenforceable by
the defendants (they could not have sued for the price), but (Hodson U
dissenting) the contract between the third-party supplier and the defend-
ants was not unlawful and the defendants could recover from the supplier
for their loss on the contract with the plaintiffs.

DENNING U: - There can be no doubt that the contract between the seed
merchants and the farmer was not unlawful when it was made. If the farmer had
repudiated it before the time for delivery arrived, the seed merchants could certainly
have sued him for damages. Nor was the contract rendered unlawful simply because
the seed was delivered without the prescribed particulars. If it were unlawful, the
farmer himself could not have sued upon it as he has done. The truth is that it was
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not the contract itself which was unlawful, but only the performance of it. The seed
merchants performed it in an illegal way in that they omitted to furnish the prescribed
particulars. That renders the contract unenforceable by them, but it does not renders
the contract illegal.

Once rid of the notion that the contract with the farmer was itself illegal, the
question becomes: what is the effect of the admitted illegality in performance? It
certainly prevents the seed merchants from suing the farmer for the price, but does it
prevent them suing their supplier for damages? I think not. There was nothing
unlawful in the contract between the seed merchants and their supplier, neither in the
formation of it, nor in the performance of it. The seed merchants must therefore be
entitled to damages for the breach of it. So far so good, but the difficulty comes when
They seek to prove their damages. They want to be indemnified for the damages which
they have been ordered to pay to the farmer. To prove those damages, they have to
prove the contract with the farmer, and the circumstances under which the damages
were awarded. It is said that once they begin to rely on their deliveries to the farmer,
they seek aid from their own illegality; and that that is a thing which they are not
allowed to do. The maxim is invoked: Ex turpj causa non orinir actio. That maxim
must not, however, be carried too far. Lord Wright gave a warning about it 15 years
ago in Beresford v Rova? Insurance Co. Ltd 1938] AC 586 when he sajd: The maxim
itself, notwithstanding the dignity of a learned language, is, like most maxims, lacking
in precise definition. In these days there are many statutory offences which are the
subject of the criminal law, and in that sense are crimes, but which would, it seems
afford no moral justification for a court to apply the maxim. There are likewise some
crimes of inadvertence which, it is true, involve mens rea in the legal sense but are
not deliberate or, as people would say, intentional.' Those observations appl y with
especial force in this case. The omission by the seed merchants to deliver the
prescribed particulars was an act of inadvertence. It was not a deliberate breach of the
law. I venture to assert that there is no moral justification for the court to apply the
maxim in this case. But is there any legal justification? A distinction must be drawn,
I think, between an illegality which destroys the cause of action and an illegality which
afferi, only the dtm ges eroverable.

Can this case be distinguished from Anderson Lid v Daniel (page 604)?

C: CONTRACTS WHICH ARE UNLAWFUL, IMMORAL
OR PRFJUM, iCxA!.. TO THE LNTER.FST fl  THE STAT1.

Alexander v Rayson
[1936] 1 KB 169 (CA)

Tihe plaintiff let a fla' to the defendant at a total rent of 'C1,200 p.a. This
was achieved by means of two documents. The first was a lease for C450
p.a. providing for certain services to be rendered by the plaintiff, and the
second services agreement provided for the plaintiff to render certain
services (which were substantiall y the same as those in the lease) in
consideration of a payment of C750 p.a. The defendant refused to pay an
instalment due under the documents, and when the plaintiff sought to
recover, argued that the object of the two documents was to deceive the
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local authorir.- into reducing the rateable value of the flat by only disclosin:
the lease document to them. Held: since the plaintiff intended to use
lease and service agreement for an illegal purpose, the plaintiff could act
enforce either the lease or the service agreement.

Notes
1. In Pearce v 3rooks (1866) LIZ 1 Exch 213, the plaintiffs, coach-buiiders
had sued the defendant, a prostitute, for hire pa yments due on a brougharr
they had suppi:ed to her. Since they had supplied this brougham in the
knowledge that she was a prostitute and knowing that the brougham was
be used for an Immoral purpose, it was held that the y could not recover.
2. Another example of a contract which is illegal under this head is
contract involv i ng corruption in public 1ie. In Parkinson v College of linc:,-
iance L:d & I-Ln'son [1' 5] 2 KB 1, Lush 5 held that a contract whereby
mone',' was .zvea an the assum p tion that the p ayer would be re'.vared wit±.
a knitththood. was con" 	 to uhiic p olicy and illegal.
3. It is also	 ritrarv to public policy to allow a criminal or his estate
benetit from his crime'Beres-Toni v Ra'.u! ZnsIrncc Co. L:d [1938] AC .36

D: MONEY OR PROPERTY TRANSFERRED UNDER AN
ILLEGAL CONTRACT

As a general pr . p le, money or p roperr transferred under an illecal contract
cannot be recovered. For exam ple, in Parkinson v College af Ambu1anc Lrd &
Harnson [1925] 2 KB 1, above, it was not possible for the paver to recover
the money pain in the belief that he was to reccive a knighthood, even though
he had been de uded. The parties were equall y at fault so that one could
not zet his property back from the other.

However, if the parties are not in pan Jell) (i.e., not equally guilty), then
mone y paid by the wholly innocent party can be recovered.

Kiriri Cotton Co. Ltd v Dewani
[1960] AC 192 (PC)

KC Ltd let a at in Uganda to Dewani, and Devani paid a premium C:
Shs 10,000. This was a breach of the Uganda Rent Restriction Ordinance
1949, but nether party realised this. Dewani claimed the return of the
premium. Held: Dewanj could recover the premium since the parties '.vere
not in pari delio. The purpose of the Ordinance was to protect tenants and
the duty to observe it rested on the landlord.

Note
If a parry 'genuinel y repents' entering into a contract whose purpose is illeza.
it is possible for that party to recover what has been transferred unless the
contract has already been partially performed. However, see Tribe v
[1995] 4 All ER 236, page 613, where the Court of Appeal held that
re p entence was not necessary.
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Keurley v Tliornsor:
(1890) 24 QBD 742 (CA'

The defendants were solicitors who were acung on behalf of a creditor
petitioning against a bankrupt. The plaintifi a friend of the bankrupt,
agreed to pay the defendants their costs if the y 3 i d not appear at the public

examination of the bankrupt and if the y d:± not oppose the order of

discharge against the bankrupt. The money w: paid and the solicitors did

not appear at the public examination. However, before the application to
discharge the bankrupt, the friend changed hi; mind and sought the return
of his money from the defendants. Held: the p laintiff could not recover.

The contract was ille gal since it interfered .vt:h the administrat i on of

justice and as the defendants had partially 7erfcrrned this contract, the

plaintiff's repentance was too late.

FRY LI: . . [fln the case of 7hvior v Bowers 1 1876 1 QBD 291 ... Mchsh LI, in

delivering judieflL, says at p.300: If mone y is paid. goods delivered for an Plegal
Purpose, the person who had so paid the money or hvered the goods may recover
them hack before the illegal purpose is carried out.' : cannot help saying for myself
that I think the extent o the application of that princ::.e. and even the pnnctple itself,

may . at some time hereaher. raaulrc consideratton. os mthis Cur:. vet in a higher
tribunal: and I am glad to find that in expressine that view I have the entire
cn:rren cc of the Lord Chief lustice. But even assun:n; the exception to exist, aces

a g T:te present case is tue conditton 0: :ngs i the tilagal pumose has

Deco carnet tntc efiect in a ma:ena part, hut rerta:rtt unpenormed in another
materia: part .s I nave alreaav pctntec out in the p cent case, ane contract was that

:e:cracn:: should no: appear at tue public exancolc::on of the bankrupt or at the
Iliucation far an ordct o: discharge. It was perfom. t as regard:; the first; hut the
other application has not vet been made. Can it contended that, if the illegal
contrauthas beert partly carried into eect and p:ny remains unperformed, the

an still ha recovered la m y udmeni it cong : he so contended with success.
on. pu: an iliustratton of :n: drc:nne conrert:cd for. wh:ch was that partial

per: :.rmaacc d:d no: prevent the recovery of the more:. Suppose a pa yment of TOOL

	

to F; on a contrac: that the latter shall murder	 and D. He has murdered C,
but no: UCan the money ne recovered back in my - olnion it cannot be. I think that

iliusL-ate:, anc ceterrn inca tue present one.
hold. therefore. that where there n as been a pareal carrying into the effect of an

ille gal purpose in a substantial manner. it is impossihie though there remains something
not performed, that the money paid under that illega, contract can be recovered back.

Money paid can be recovered if there is an incerendent proprietary right to

it. v.'ithout having to rel y on the illegal contract

Bowniahers Ltd v Barnet Ins:ruments Ltd
[19451 KB 65 (CL

The plaintiffs had been supplied with macheae tools and had let them to
the defendants under three hire-purchase cc g :racts. War-time regulations

that na person was V _ pa y cc'. rece:	 na prios for an y machine
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tool produced in the UK unni a maximum price had been issued by the
Ministry of Supply. All three contracts were assumed to contravene these
regulations. The defendants failed to make hire-purchase payments due
and sold the tools they had acquired under two of the contracts. They
refused to return the tools h:Id under the third contract. The defendants
argued that the p laintiffs hac no remedy because the contracts were in
breach of the regulations anZ therefore illegal. The plaintiffs brought an
action for conversion of the t:als. Held: this action could succeed because
it was not based on foundinz a claim on the contracts which were illegal
but on the plaintiffs' pro priet:-v right to their own goods.

DU PARCQ U: The question, the:.. is whether in the circumstances the plaintiffs are
without a remedy. So far as their c:m in conversion is concerned, the y are not relying
on the hiring agreements at all. C: the contrary, they are willing :0 admit for this

urpose that the y cannot rel y on them. The y simply say that the machines were their
property, and this, we think, cannc: be denied.

Why then should not the plains have what is their own? No question of the
defendants' rights arises. They do tic:, and cannot, pretend to have had any legal right to
possession of the goods at the date cf the conversion. [Counsel] is, we think, right in his
submission that, if the sale by Smith : D the plaintiffs was illegal, then the first and second
hiring agreements were tainted with the illegality, since they were brought into being to
make that i llegal sale possible, but, we have said, the plaintiffs are not now rel ying on
these agreements or on the third hg agreement. Prima fade, a man is entitled to his
own property, and it is not a getter:. lrinc i ple of outlaw (as was suggested) that when
one man's goods have got into anc:er's possession in consequence of some unlawful
dealings between them, the true own er can never be allowed to recover those goods by
an action. It would, indeed, be as::riishing if (to take one instance) a person in the
position of the defendant in Pearce v 3rooks (1866) LR I Exch 213, supposing that she
had converted the plaintiffs broucam to her own use, were to be permitted, in the
supposed interests of public polic y. : 0 keep it or the proceeds of its sale for her own
bene

f
it. The principle which is, in ath, followed by the court is that stated by Lord

Mansfield, that no claim founded en an illegal contract will be enforced, and for this
purpose the words 'illegal contract' most now be understood in the wide sense which we
have already indicated and no technical meaning must be ascribed to the words
'founded on an illegal contract.' T1e form of the pleadings is b y no means conclusive.
More modem illustrations of the r-jlciple on which the courts act are Scott v Brown,
Doering, McNab &Go. [189212 QE "24 and4lexanderv Ra'cson [1936] 1 KB 169, but,
as Lindlev LJ said in the former of he cases just cited: 'Any rights which [a plaintiff] may
have irrespective of his illegal conu-uct will, of course, be recognized and enforced.'

In our opinion, a man's right to :ossess his own chattels will as a general rule be
enforced against one who, withoc: any claim of right, is detaining them, or has
converted them to his own use, eve: though it may appear either from the pleadings,
or itt the course of the trial, that c'e chattels in question came into the defendant's
possession by reason of an illegal ccritract between himself and the plaintiff, provided
that the plaintiff does not seek, anc is not forced, either to found his claim on the
illegal contract or to plead its illega.:ty in order to support his claim.

Notes
1. The defendants' rights to :ossession arose under a bailment contract.
Although for two of the agreements the defendants' possession under the
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bailment had terminated on the sale of the tools, under the other contract the
defendants were still in possession of the tool, and the plaintiffs onl y had the
right to possession of the tool b y establishing the breach of that agreement.
They would therefore have had to rely on the illegality of that agreement. To
this extent the decision can be criticised, since in relation to the tool that was
not sold the Court of Appeal appears to have enforced an illegal Contract.
2. To what extent can this decision be justified as allowing the plaintiffs to
obtain a remedy against the defendants and preventing the defendants from
benefiting from their misconduct?
3. Although the decision on the facts in Bowtnc2kers may be questioned, the
principle has been reco gnised by the House of Lords in the next case.

Tinsley v Milligan
[1993] 3 All ER 65 (HL)

The plaintiff and the defendant were lovers and both supplied mone y, for
the purchase of a house. However, the house was put in the sole name of
the defendant in order to enable the plaintiff to make false social securit
claims. Later there was a disagreement and the plaintiff moved out. She
then claimed that she was entitled to a share of the property since she had
an equitable interest resulting from her contnhution to the purchase price.
The defendant argued that she was not so entitled since the whole
arrangement had been entered into in order fehe- an illegal purpose.

Held: the majority (Lords Brovnc-Wilkinsor., Jaencev and Lowry; Lords
Keith and Goff dissenting) held that the plaintiff should succeed. She did
not need to rely on the iilega1i in order to sup err her claim because the
presumption of the resulting trust in her favour was raised by the fact that
the house was held in the name of the defendant alone and by the fact that
she had contributed to the purchase price. The reason wh y the house was
in the sole name of the defendant did no neec to 	 relied on to establish
the claim. It was the defendant who had to raise the illegalit y in seeking to
re'	 the presumption of the resulting trust.

LORD BROWNE .WILKINSON . ....Mv Lords. I a gree with the speech of my noble
and lemed friend Lord Goff of Chievelcv that the consecuenCes of being a part y to
an illeral transaction cannot depend. as the maloritv Ic. the Court of Appeal held, on
such an imponderable factor as the extent to which the pubilt conscience would be
affronted by recognising rights created by illegal transac::rns. However, I have the
misfortune to disagree with him as to the correct princic:e to he applied in a case
where equitable property ri ghts are acquired as a result of an illegal transaction.

Neither at law nor in equity will the court enforce an illegal contract which has been
partially, but not full y , performed. However, it does not follow that all acts done under
a partiall y performed contract are of no effect. In parti cular it is now clearly
established that at law (as opposed to in equity) propert y in goods or land can pass
under, or pursuant to, such a contract. If so, the rithrs of the owner of the legal title
thereby acquired will be enforced, provided that the plaintiff can establish such title
without pleading or leading evidence of the illegali. It is said that the property lies
where it falls, even though legal title to the property was acquired as -- result 

of 
the
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prop erty passing under the illegal contract itself. I will first consider the modern
authorities laying down the circumstances under which a legal proprietar y interest
acquired under an illegal transaction will be enforced by the courts. I will then
consider whether the courts adopt a different attitude to equitable proprietary interests
so acquired.

The position at law is well illustrated by the decision in Bozcrnakers Ltd v Bernet
fnsrr.vnents Ltd [1944] 2 All ER 579, [1945] KB 65.
[T]he following propositions emerge.

	

(1	 Property in chattels and land can pass under a contract whici-i is illegal and
therefore would have been unenforceable as a contract.

(2 A plaintiff can at law enforce property rights so acquired provided that he does
not need to rely on the illegal contract for any purpose other than providing the basis
of his claim to a property right.

(3 It is irrelevant that the illegalit y of the undorlving a greement was either
pleaced or emerged in evidence: i: ae plaintiff has acquired legal title under the illegal
contract that is enough.

I have stressed the common law rules as to the impact of illegality on the acquisition
and nforcernent or property rights because it is the appellant's contention that
different principles a pply in equity . In particular it is said that equity will not aid the
respondent to assert, establish or enforce an equitable, as opposed to a legal,
proprtetarv interest since she was a party to the fraud on the Department of Social
Sectnity . The house was put in the name of the appellant alone (instead of joint
names) so facilitate the fraud. Therefore, it is said, the respondent does not come to
ecu::; with clean hands: consequentl y , equity will not aid her.

In my judgment to draw such distinctions between property rights enforceable at
law and those which require the intervention of equity would be surprising. More than
100 :.-ears has elapsed since the fusion of the administration of law and equit y. The
reality of the matter is that, in 1993, English law has one single law of propert y made
up of legal and equitable interests- Although for historical reasons legal estates and
equitable estates have differing incidents, the person owning either type of estate has
a ri ght of property, a right in rem not merely a right in personam. If the law is that a
par-7; is entitled to enforce a property right acquired under an illegal transaction, in
m y ;udgrnent the same rule ought to apply to any property right so ac q uired, whether
such right is legal or equitable.

In the present case, the respondent claims under a resulting or im p hed trust. The
courts below have found, and it is not now disputed, that apart from the cuestion of
illegality the respondent would have been entitled in equity to a half share in the house
in accordance with the principles exetiiplified in Gfssinv Gissing [1970] 2 All ER 780,
[1971] AC 886, Grant v Edwards [1986] 2 All ER 426, [1986] Ch 638 and Lloyds
Bank p/c v Rosset [1990) 1 All ER 1111, [19911 1 AC 107. The creation of such an
e q u:able interest does not depend upon a contractual obligation but on a common
intention acted upon by the parties to their detriment. It is a development of the old
law of resulting trust under which, where two parties have provided the purchase
money to buy a property which is conveyed into the name of one of them alone, the
latter is presumed to hold the property on a resulting trust for both parties in shares
proportionate to their contributions to the purchase price. In argument. no distinction
was dra'.vn between strict resulting trusts and a Grssing v Gissing type of trust.

.[D]oes a plaintiff claiming under a resulting trust have to rel y on the underlying
illegality? Where the presumption of resulting trust applies, the plaintiff does not have
to rely on the illegalit y . If he proves that the property is vested in the defendant alone
but that the plaintiff provided part of the purchase mone y , or volunzrilv transferred
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the propem' to the defendant, the plaintiff establishes his claim under a resulting trust
unless either the contrary presumption of advancement displaces the presumption of
resulting trust or the defendant leads evidence to rebut the presumption of resulting
trust. Therefore, in cases where the presumption of advancement does not apply, a
plaintiff can establish his equitable interest in the property without relying in any way

on the underlying illegal transaction In this case the respondent as defendant simply
pleaded the common intention that the property should belong to both of them and
that she contributed to the purchase price: she claimed that in consequence the
property belonged to them equall y . To the same effect was her evidence-in-Chief.

• Fherefore the respondent was not forced to rely on the illegality to prove her equitable
interest. Only in the reply and the course of the respondent's cross-examination did
such illecaiitv emerge: it was the appellant who had to rely on that illegality.

Although the presumption of advancement does not directl arise for consideration
in this case, it is important whcr. considering the decided cases to understand its
operation. On a transfer from a man to his wife, children or others to whom he stands
in boo parentis, equity presumes an intention to make a gift. There f ore in such a case,
unkkc the case where the presumption of resulting trust applies, in order to establish
any claim the plaintiff has himself to lead evidence sufficient to rebut the presumption

of g ift and in so doing will normally have to plead. and give evidence of, the underlying

illegal purpose.
In my judgment the time has come to decide clearly that the rule is the same

whether a plaintiff founds himself on a legal or equitable title: he is entitled to recover
if h is not forced to plead or rel y on the illegality, even if it emerges that the title on
which he relied was acquired in the course of carrs'ing through an ille g al transaction.

Asapplied in the present case, that princtple would operate as oiiows. "Fhe
rcst'ondent established a resultin g trust by showing that she nad contributed to the
purchase price of the house and that there was a common understanding netween her
and the appellant that they owned the house equally. She had no neec to alle ge or

prove why the house was conveyed into the name of the appellant alone, since that

fact was irrelevant to her claim: it was enou gh to show that the house was in fact
vested in the appellant alone. The illegality only emerged at all because the appellant
sought to raise it. Having proved these facts, the respondent had raiser- a presumption
ofresulting trust. There wa, no evidence to rebut that presumption. Therefore the
respondent should so :eed.

Ncres
1. while Bowmakcrs established that a person can enforce his ri ght to money

paid or property transferred if he can establish his legal title there:o without

having to rely on the illegality, Tinsle'i' establishes that founding an equitable

interest in the property will also suffice.

2. See Berg [19931 JBL 513 and Enonchong (1995) 111 LQR 135.

3. Lord Goff was in the minority in considering that the court could not give

equitable assistance to a claimant who had not come with 'clean hands'. His

judgment is also important in that (at p. SO) he advocated reform of the law,

possibly along the lines of the New Zealand Illegal Contracts Act 1970 which
is based on discretionary relief, and stated that he would welcome an
investigation of this question by the Law Commission on the basis that the
present rules are 'indiscriminate in their effect, and are capable therefore of
producing injustice'.
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4. The Bowmakers principle was also applied by the Court of Appeal in
Skilton v Sullivan (1994) The Times, 25 March. This case concerned a
contract for the sale of koi carp (a fish). The plaintiff's subsequent invoice
described the fish as 'trout', which was zero-rated for VAT purposes whereas
koi carp was not. It was held that the contract itself was not illegal (it was
illegal only in the way it was carried out), since the plaintiff had onl y formed
a dishonest intent to defer paving the VAT after the contract had been made.
The plaintiff could establish liability to pay by relying on the contract itself,
which was lawful, and did not need to rely on the invoice, which constituted
an unlawful act.
. Lord Browne .-Wilkinson indicated, however, that this princi p le would

have serious shortcomings in p ractice, since if the presumption of advance-
ment (to make a gift) applied - e.g., a transfer from husband to wife or from
a father to his child - in order to seek to rebut it the p l aintiff might need to
rel y on the illegal purpose and could not therefore succt.sftilly claim rights in
the property.

This result seems somewhat strange and the Court of Appeal has since held
that a transferor could withdraw from a transaction to transfer propert y for
an illegal purpose as long as he did so before any part of the illegal purpose
had taken place. This is sometimes referred to as 'locus poenitenriae'. In such
circumstances the transferor could recover the propert y by relying on the
illegality to rebut a presumption of advancement.

Tribe v Tribe
[1995] 4 All ER 236 (CA)

The plaintiff owned 459 out of 500 shares in the family company. He was
also the tenant of two leasehold premises which the company occupied as
licensee. The landlords of these premises had required the plaintiff to carry
out substantial repairs to these premises. The plaintiff had been advised
that this would be costly and that he might be forced to sell the company
or dispose of his shares. The plaintiff transferred his shares in the company
to the defendant, one of his sons, and it was found that this had been done
with the purpose of defrauding the plaintiffs creditors by making it appear
that he did not own an y shares in the company . Althouh the transfer was
expressed to be for a consideration of L78,030, this was not paid.

In the end the plaintiff did not need to make the repair payments because
the landlord of one of the properties accepted a surrender of the lease and
the landlord of the other property sold the reversion to the plaintiff.

When the plaintiff asked the defendant to return the shares, the defend-
ant refused. The plaintiff claimed that the defendant held the shares on
trust and had agreed to redeliver them once the repairs issue was settled.
The defendant denied any such agreement and argued that there was a
presumption of advancement in his favour which the plaintiff could not
rebut without revealing the illegal purpose behind the transfer. Held: there
was an exception to the in pan delicto rule if the transferor had withdrawn
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from the transaction before any part of the illegal purpose had been carried
into effect. No creditors had in fact been defrauded so no part of the illegal
purpose had been achieved. Therefore the father could give evidence of the
illegality to rebut the presumption of advancement to the son and recover

the shares.

NOURSE U: . , . The rule that no court will lend its aid to mars who founds his cause
of action on an immoral or illegal act has often led to seemingly unjust results. That
is because, as Lord Mansfield CI made clear when stating the rule in regard to

contracts in Holman v Johnson (1775) 1 Cowp 341 at 343. [1775-1802] All ER Rep
98 at 99, it is not a principle of justice: it is a principle of polic y, whose application is

indiscriminate and so can lead to unfair consequences as between the parties to

litigation: see Ti'islcv v Milligao [1993] 3 All ER 65 at 72, [1994] 1 AC 340 at 355
rer Lord Goff of Chievelev. But since such consequences are in general unacceptable
to them, the courts have made exceptions to the rule. The exception here in point was
recognised bt Lord Goff (11993] 3 All ER 65 at 73-74, [1994] 1 AC 340 at 356):

I n particular, an exception to the principle is to be found in cases in which the illegal
purpose has not been carried into effect; but all those cases in which that exception
has been recognised have proceeded on the basis that, absent those exceptional

circumstances, the p rinciple would have applied. It is not necessary to examine the
nature of this exception for present purposes. It is often saic to ocrive from Thvi,'r

v Bowers (1876) 1 QBD 291. [1874-80] Al"ER Rep 405, wncn wa s in fact a case

at law. However, the exception was foreshadowed in a numoer of earlier cases in

equity, notabl y Plax onc' Srapic (18 1 5 Coop G 250. 35 ER 548. Cccii v Butcher

(1821) 2 ac & W 565. 37 ER 744 and 5'nies v Jiughc. (1 87(' LR Eq 475; and

it has since been applied in. for estamplc. Cherry v .Sr?7 ((10.5' 24 TLR 462. and

PirperzsaJ Executors and 7'raszees Association oAustraiw Ltd v tl'r.ght (1917) 23 CL_R

185.

The exception was also recognised by Lord Browne-WilKiflSOfl 1993] 3 All ER 65

at 89, [1994] 1 AC 340 at 374):

There was originally a difference of view as to wrietner a transaction entered into
for an illegal purpost would be enforced at law or in equity if the parrY had repented
of his illegal purpose before it had oeen put into operation, je the doctrine of locus
poenitentiae. It was eventualiy recognised both at law and in equitY that, if the

p l aintiff had repented before the illegal purpose was carried throu2h, he could
recover his property: see Taylor v Bower Svmcs v Hughes.

In both Tinster v Müizgan and the present case A transferred property into tne name
of B with the mutual intention of concealing As interest in the propertY for a
fraudulent or illegal purpose. Before Tinsin, v Miliigan the general rule that A could
not recover the property was consistently applied irrespective of wnetfler the presump-
tion of advancement arose between A and B or not (See [1993] 3 All ER 65 at 73,
[1994] 1 AC 340 at 356 per Lord Goff and the authorities there cited]. But now the
maorirv of their Lordships have made a clear distinction between the two cases. In
holding that the general rule does not apply where there is no presumption of
advancement, they have necessarily affirmed its application to cases where there is.
Thus Lord Browne-Wilkins on pointed out that, in a case where the presumption of
advancement applies, in order to establish any claim, the plaintiff has himself to lead
evidence sufficient to rebut the presumption of gift and in so doing will normally have
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to plead, and give evidence of, the underlying illegal purpose (see [1993J 3 all ER 65
at 87 and 90, [1994] 1 AC 340 at 372 and 375).

At the end of his judgment in the court below, Judge Weeks said:

Finally, it is not for me to criticise their Lordships' reasoning, but with the greatest
respect I find it difficult to see why the outcome in cases such as the present one
should depend to such a large extent on arbitrary factors, such as whether the claim
is brought by a father against a son, or a mother against a son. or a grandfather
against a grandson.

I see much force in those observations If the defendant had been his brother,
grandson, nephew or son-in-law, the plaintiff would have succeeded without further
inquiry. Moreover, in times when the presumption of advancement has for other
purposes fallen into disfavour (see eg the observations a: Lord Reid, Lord Hodson
and Lord Diplock in Petnttv Pettit; [1969] 2 All ER 385 at 388, 404, 415, [1970] AC
777 at 793, 811, 824) there seems to be some perversit y :n its elevation to a decisive
status in the Context of illegality. Be that as it ma y  we are cound by Tinslev v Milligan
for what it decided. It decided that where the presumption of advancement arises the
general rule applies. It did not decide that there is no exception where the illegal
purpose has not been carried into effect. If anything, it ma y be said to support the
existence of the exception in such a case (see in parzicuiar Lord God's reference to
Ptrperu.a/ Executors and Tntstees Association ofAusrra!ia Ltd f-ight (1917) 23 CLR 135in Tinjev v Milligan [1993] 3 All ER 65 at 74, [1994] 1 AC 340 at 356).

[Nourse LJ then reviewed the authorities and continued:]
On this state of the authorities I decline to hold that the exception does not apply

to a case where the presumption of advancement arises but the illegal purpose has not
been carried into effect in an y way . Wright's case, suppo rted by the observations of the

rnPrivy Council in Chear v Chettiar [[19621 AC 294, [1962] 1 All ER 4941 is clear
authority for its application and no decision to the contrary has been cited. In the
circumstances I do not propose to distinguish between law and equity, nor to become
embroiled in the many irreconcilable authorities which deal with the exception in its
application to executory contracts, nor even to speculate as to the significance, if any,
of calling it a locus poenrtentiae a name I have avoided as tending to mislead. In a
property transfer case the exception applies if the illegal pu rpose has not been carried
into effect in any way.

I return to the facts of this case. The judge found that the illegal purpose was to
deceive the plaintiffs creditors b y creating an appearance that he no longer owned any
shares in the company. He also found that it was not carried into effect in any way.
[Counsel] for the defendant, attacked the latter finding on grounds which appeared
to me to confuse the purpose with the transaction. Certainl y the transaction was
carried into effect by the execution and registration of the transfer. But Wright's case
shows that that is immaterial. It is the purpose which has to be carried into effect and
that would onl y have happened if and when a creditor or creditors of the plaintiff had
been deceived by the transaction. The judge said there was no evidence of that and
clearly he did not think it appropriate to infer it. Nor s it any objection to the
plaintiff's right to recover the shares that he did not demand their return until after
the danger had passed and it was no longer necessary to conceal the transfer from his
creditors. All that matters is that no deception was practised on them. For these
reasons the judge was right to hold that the exception applied.

I desire to add two comments. First, as to the facts. The judge said that he would
have been minded to exercise his discretion, had he had or.e, in favour of the plaintiff.
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He evidently thou ght that the defendant had acted basely by seeking to retain for
himself assets which he knew the plaintiff had desired to protect for the benefit of the
whole family . In a case of this kind a view of the general merits formed by the judge
who has seen and heard the parties give their evidence deserves to be treated with the
greatest possible respect. Second, as to the law. If Miss Milligan was able to recover
against Miss Tinsley even though she had succeeded in defrauding the Department of
Social Security over a period of years, it would indeed be a cause for concern if a
plaintiff who had not defrauded his creditors in any wa y was prevented from

recovering simpl y because the defendant was his son. For my part, I am glad to hold
that that is not the law.

MILLEYF U: . There are, in my opinion, .vo questions of some importance which
fall for decision in the present case. The first is whether, once property has been
transferred to a transferee for an illegal purpose in circumstances which give rise to
the presumption of advancement, it is still open to the transferor to withdraw from
the transaction before the purpose has been carried out and, having done so, give
evidence of the illegal purpose in order to rebut the presumption of advancement. The
second is whether, if so, it is sufficient for him to withdraw from the transaction
because it is no longer necessary and without repenting of his illegal purpose. I shall
deal with these two questions in turn.

(1) The prcsurnpnoi of advancement and the locus poenitenrae
In Tinsley v Milligan 19931 3 All ER 65 at 86, [19941 1 AC 340 at 370 Lord

Browne-Wilkinson summarised the common law rules which govern the effect of
illegality on the acquisition and enforcement of property rights in three propositions:
(F) property in chattels and land can pass under a Contract which is illegal and would
therefore have been unenforceable as a contract; (2) a plaintiff can at law enforce
property rights so acquired provided that he does not need to rely on the illegal
contract for any purpose other than providing the basis of his claim to a property right;
and (3) it is irrelevant that the iliegalin' of the underlying agreement was either
pleaded or emerged in evidence: if the transferee has acquired legal title under the
illegal contract that is enough. The decision of the majority of their Lordships in that
case was that the same principles applied in equity , it is, therefore, now settled that
neither at law nor in equity may a party rely on his own fraud or illegality in order to
found a claim or rebut a presumption, but that - e common law and equity, alike will
assist him to protect and enforce his property rights if he can do so without relying
on the fraud or illegality. This is the primary rule.

It is, however, also settled both at law and in equiry that a person who has
transferred property for an illegal purpose can nevertheless recover his property
provided that he withdraws from the transaction before the illegal purpose has been
wholly or partly performed. This is the doctrine of the locus poenitentiae and it applies
in equity as well as at law: see Svmes v Hughes (1870) LR 9 Eq 475 for the former

and Taylor' Bowers (1876) 1 QBD 291, [1874-80] All ER Rep 405 for the latter. The
availability of the doctrine in a restitutioflarV context was expressly confirmed by Lord
Browne-Wilkinson in Tinsley v Milligan 1993] 3 All ER 65 at 85 [1994] 1 AC 340
as 374.

While both principles are well established, the nature of the relationship between
them is unclear. Is the doctrine of the locus poenitentiae co-extensive with and by way
of general exception to the primary rule? The question in the present case is whether
a plaintiff who has made a gratuitous transfer of propern to a person in whose favour
the presumption of advancement arises can withdraw from the transaction before the
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illegal purpose has been carried into effect and then recover the property by leading
evidence of his illegal purpose in order to rebut the presumption Closely connectedwith this question is its converse: is a plaintiff who has made such a transfer in
circumstances which give rise to a resulting trust so that he has no need to rely on the
illegal purpose, as in Tinsley v .'vfilligan itself, barred from recovering if the illegal
purpose has been carried out? If both questions are answered in the negative, then
either the locus poenitennae is a common law doctrine which has no counterpart in
equity, or it is a contractual doctrine which has no place in the law of restitution.

(In Tinsley v Milligan] Lord Browne-Wilkinson expressly confirmed the
existence of the doctrine of the locus poenitentjae and its application in a restitution_
arv context; indeed, he founded part of h
accordance with ordinary restituti	

is reasoning upon it. Moreover, it is in
onary principles. The fact that tide has passed is no

bar to a claim for restitution; on the contrary, this is the normal case. But to succeed
at law it is necessary for the transferor to repudiate the transaction which gave rise to
its passing, and this is what the bet poenitentiae allows him to do.

The locus poenitentiac is not therefore an exclusively contractual doctrine with no
place in the law of restitution It follows that it cannot be excluded b y the mere fact
that the legal ownership of the properTy has become lawfully vested in the transferee.
It would be unfortunate if the rule in equity were different. It would constitute a
further obstacle to the evldpment of a coherent and unified law of restitution. -

There is no modez-n case in which restitution has been denied in circumstances
comparable to those of the present case where the illegal purpose has not been carriedout. In Tinsley v Milligan Lord Browne-Wilkinson expressly recognised the availabilityOf the doctrine of the locus poenitentiae ina restitutionary context, and cited Ta ylor vBowers as well as Synes v Hughes Without disapproval. In my opinion the weight of
the authorities supports the view that a person who seeks to recover property
transferred by him for an illegal purpose can lead evidence of his dishonest intention
whenever it is necessary for him to do so provided that he has withdrawn from the
transaction before the illegal purpose has been carried out. It is not necessary if he can
rely on an express or resulting trust in his favour; but it is necessary (i) if he brings an
action at law and (ii) if he brings proceedings in equit y

 and needs to rebut the
presumption of advancement. The availability of the locus poenitentiae is well
documented in the former case. I would not willingly adopt a rule which differentiated
between the rule of the common law and that of equity in a restitutionary context....

At heart the question for decision in the present case is one of legal policy. The
primary rule which precludes the court from lending its assistance to a man who founds
his cause of action on an illegal or immoral act often leads to a denial of justice. The
j ustification for this is that the rule is or- a principle of justice but a principle of policy
(see the much-quoted statement of Lord Mansfield CJ in Holman vjohnson (1775) 1
Cowp 341 at 343, [1775-1802] All ER Rep 98 at 99). The doctrine of the locus
poenitentiae is an exception which o p erates to mitigate the harshness of the primary
rule. It enables the Court to do Justice between the parties even though, in order to do
so, it must allow a plaintiff to give evidence of his own dishonest intent. But he must
have withdrawn from the transact i on while his dishonesty still lay in intention only. The
law draws the line once the intention has been wholly or partly carried into effect.

Seen in this light the doctrine of the locus poenitentiae, although an exception to
the primary rule, is not inconsistent with the polic y which underlies it. It is, of course,
artificial to think that anyone would be dissuaded by the primary rule from entering
into a proposed fraud, if only because such a person would be unlikely to be a studious
reader of the law reports or to seek advice from a lawyer whom he has taken fully into
his confidence But if the policy which underlies the primary rule is to discourage
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fraud, the policy which underlies the exception must be taken to be to encourage
withdrawal from a proposed fraud before it is implemented, an end which is no less
desirable. And if the former objective is of such overriding importance that the
primary rule must be given effect even where it leads to a denial of Justice, then in my
opinion the latter objective Justifies the adoption of the exception where this enables

justice to be done.
To my mind these considerations are even more compelling since the decision in

Tin.slcy v Milligan. One might hesitate before allowing a novel exception to a rule of
legal policy, particularly a rule based on moral principles. But the primary rule, as it
has emerged from that decision, does not conform to any discernible moral principle.

It is procedural in nature and depends on the adventitious location of the burden of
proof in any given case. Had Mr Tribe transferred the shares to a stranger or distant
relative whom he trusted, aacit for the same dishonest purpose, it cannot be doubted
that he would have succeeaed in his claim. He would also have succeeded if he had
given them to his son and procured him to sign a declaration of trust in his favour.
But he chose to transfer them to a son whom he trusted to the extent of dispensing
with the precaution of obtaining a declaration of trust. If that is fatal to his claim, then
the greater the betrayal, the less the power of equity to give a remedy.

in my opinion the following propositions represent the present state of the law.
(I) Title to property passes both at law and in equity, even if the transfer is made

for an illegal purpose. The fact that title has passed to the transferee does not preclude
the transferor from bringing an action for restitution.

(2) The transferor's action will fail if it would be illegal for him to retain any

interest in the property.
(3) Subject to (2) the transferor can recover the property jibe can do SO without

relying on the illegal purpose. This will normally be the case where the property was
transferred without consineration in circumstances where the transferor can rely on
an express declaration of trust or a resulting trust in his favour.

(4) It will almost invariably be so where the illegal purpose has not been earned
out. It may be otherwise where the illegal purpose has been carried out and the
transferee can rely on the transferor's conduct as inconsistent with his retention of a

beneficial interest.
(5) The transferor can lead evidence of the iliegal purpose whenever it is necessary

for him to do so provided that he has withdrawn Trom the transaction before The illegal

purpose has been wholl y or partly carried into effect. It will be necessary for him to
do so (i) if he brings an action at law or (ii) if he brings proceedings in equity and

needs to rebut the presumption of advancement.

(6) The only way in winch a man can protect his property from his creditors is by
divesting himself of all benencial interest in it. Evidence that he transferred the property
in order to protect it from his creditors, therefore, does nothing b y itself to rebut the

presumpticn of advancement: it reinforces it. To rebut the presumption it is necessary
to show that he intended to retain a beneficial interest and conceal it from his creditors.

(7) The court should no conclude that this was his intention without compelling
circumstantial evidence to this effect. The identity of the transferee and the circum-
stances in which the transfer was made would be highly relevant. It is unlikely that
the court would reach such a conclusion wriere the transfer was made in the absence
of an imminent and perceived threat from known creditors.

(2) The doctrine of the locu: poenzrenrtae
It is impossible to reconci.eall the authorities on the c ircumstances in which a party

to an illegal contract is perrnrtted to withdraw from it. At one time he was allowed to
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withdraw so long as the contract had not been completely performed but later it was
held that recovery was barred once it had been partly performed (see Kearley

Thompson (1890) 24 QBD 742, [1886-901 All ER Rep 1055). It is clear that he mus
withdraw voluntarily, and that it is not sufficient that he is forced to do so because hi
plan has been discovered. In Bigos v Bousted [1951] 1 All ER 92 this was (perhap
dubiously) extended to prevent withdrawal where the scheme has been frustrated by
the refusal of the other party to carry out his part.

Academic articles, such as Grodecki 'In pari delicto potior est conditio defendentis'
(1955) 71 LQR 254, Elkan 'Repudiation of illegal purpose as a ground for restitution'
(1975) 91 LQR 313 and Merkin 'Restitution by withdrawal from executory illegal
contracts' (1981) 97 LQR 420, are required reading for anyone who attempts the
difficult task of defi'sing the precise limits of the doctrine. I would draw back from any
such attempt. But I would hold that genuine repentance is not required. Justice is not
a reward for merit; restitution should not be confined to the penitent. I would also
hold that voluntary withdrawal from an illegal transaction when it has ceased to be
needed is sufficient. It is true that this is not necessary to encourage withdrawal, but
a rule to the opposite effect could lead to bizarre results. Suppose, for example that
in Bigos v Boasted exchange control had been abolished before the foreign currency
was made available: it is absurd to suppose that the plaintiff should have been denied
restitution. I do not agree that it was correct in Graves v Groves (1829) 3 V & J 163,

148 ER 1136 and similar cases for the court to withhold its assistance from the
plaintiff because 'if the crime has not been completed, the merit was not his'.

Notes
1. See Virgo [19961 CLJ 23 and Creighton (1997) 60 MLR 102.
2. This case further limits the availability of illegality as a defence to a
proprietary claim. The area of operation of such a defence would appear to
be restricted to instances where the presumption of advancement applies and
the illegal purpose has been carried out at least to some extent. However, see
the decision of the High Court of Australia in Nelson v Nelson (1995) 132
AUR 133, below.
3. The decision in Tribe can be subj ected to criticism. The plaintiff did not
withdraw because he had second thoughts about the illegal purpose: he
withdrew onl y bec..use he no longer needed to make the transfer. It had
previously been thought that in order to rel y on this exception to in pari delieto

it would be necessary for the transferor to 'repent'. However, the Court of
Appeal in Tribe v Tribe considered that no evidence of contrition was
necessary. T'ne only test was whether the transferor had withdrawn before the
illegal purpose was carried into effect in any way. This indicates a clear
relaxation of the principles.
4. The Court of Appeal concluded that the plaintiff had withdrawn before
the illegal purpose had been carried into effect because that purpose was the
defrauding of creditors and no creditors had been deceived. However, it
might be argued that the purpose was broader than that, namel y to make it
appear that the plaintiff did not own the shares. Clearly that purpose had
been carried into effect,
5. Illegality and the presumption of advancement was also in issue before
the High Court of Australia in Nelson v Nelson (1995) 132 ALR 133, (1995)
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70 ALJR 47. However, the illegal purpose in this case had been achieved. Mrs
Nelson had purchased a house and then transferred it into the flames of her
son and daughter so that she would not own that house and could obtain a
statutory subsidy for the purchase of a second house. The son and daughter
so * d the first house and Mrs Nelson claimed that they held the proceeds on
trust for her. It was held that the presumption of advancement which applied
between mother and child) was rebutted and that she was entitled to the
proceeds of sale of the house provided she repaid the subsid y she had
received. The reasoning of the majority was that the plaintiff would be
prevented from recovering her property only where that result was required
b y the policy of the statute that had been infringed. That was not the position
here and she could overcome the illegality by restoring the wrongly received
benefit.

This decision represents a move away from technicalities and the artificial
distinction drawn by the House of Lords in Tinsley v 4zUian between
resulting trusts and rebutting the presumption of advancemen:. (See Phang
(1996) 11 JCL 53 and Creighton (1997) 60 MLR 102.)

SECTION 3: CAPACITY TO CONTRACT -
MINORS' CONTRACTS

\Vth some exceptions, a contract between a minor (under I S 1 and an adult
is not binding on the minor unless, after attaining 18, the minor ratifies the
contract.

A: CONTRACTS INVOLVING CONTINUING OBLIGATIONS

This category includes tenancy agreements, marriage settlements, partnership
agreements and agreements to take shares in a compan y which are only partly
pad. The minor is at liberty to repudiate the obligations arising under these
anreements as long as this is achieved during the minority or within a
reasonable rime of reaching majority (Edwards v Carter [1893] AC 360).

If repudiation takes place, the minor can only recover money paid or
property transferred if there has been a total failure of consideration.

Steinberg v Scala (Leeds) Ltd
[1923] 2 Ch 452 (CA)

The plaintiff, while a minor, applied for shares in a company and paid the
amount due on allotment. She paid the amounts due on the first call. She
received no dividends and attended no company meetings. Eighteen
months later, while still a minor, she repudiated the contract and requested
repayment of the money she had paid to the company. Held: since she was
a minor she was entitled to repudiate the contract, but as there had been
no failure of consideration she could not recover the money paid to the
company.
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LORD STERNDALE MR I think the argument for the respondent has rather
proceeded upon the assumption that the question whether she can rescind and the
question whether she can recover her money back are the same. They are two quite
different questions, as is pointed out by Turner U in his judgment in Ex par-ic Taylor
(1856) 8 DM&G 254. He there says: 'It is clear that an infant cannot be absolutely
bound by a contract entered into during his minorit y . He must have a right upon his
attaining his majority to elect whether he will adopt the contract or not.' Then he
proceeds: 'It is, however, a different question whether, if an infant pays money on the
footing of a contract, he can afterwards recover it back. If an infant buys an article
which is not a necessary, he cannot be compelled to pa y for it, but if he does pay for
it during his minority he cannot on attaining his majorit y recover the money back.'
That seems to me to be only stating in other words the principle which is laid down
In a number of other cases that, although the contract ma y be rescinded the money
paid cannot be recovered back unless there has been an entire failure of the
consideration for which the money has been paid. Therefore it seems to me that the
question to which we have to address ourselves is: Has there here been a total failure
of the consideration for which the money was paid?

Now the plaintiff has had the shares allotted to her and there is evidence that they
were of some value, that The y

had been dealt in at from 9s. to lOs. a share. . -
In those circumstances is it possible to say that there was a total failure of

consideration? If the plaintiff were a person of full age suing to recover the money back
on the ground, and the sole ground, that there had been a failure of consideration it
seems to me it would have been impossible for her to succeed, because she would
have got the very thing for which the mone y was paid and would have got a thing of
tangible value.

I cannot see any difference when you come to consider whether there has been
consideration or not between the position of a person of fun age and an infant. The
question whether there has been consideration or not must, I think, be the same in
the two cases...

B: CONTRACTS FOR NECESSARIES

These contracts are binding on a minor to the extent that the minor must pay
a reasonable price for necessaries sold and delivered to him.

Sale of Goods Act 1979
3. Capacity to buy and sell

(2) Where necessaries are sold and delivered to a minor or to a person who by
reason of mental incapacity or drunkenness is incompetent to contract, he must pay
a reasonable price for them.

(3) . . . necessaries' means goods suitable to the condition in life of the minor or
other person concerned and to his actual requirements at the time of the sale and
deliver-v.

Nash v Inman
[1908] 2 KB 1 (CA)

The plaintiff supplied clothing to the defendant, a Cambridge undergrad-
uate, to the value of L 145 lOs 3d. The clothing included 11 fancy
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waistcoats. The defendant argued that he was a minor at the time the goods
were supplied and that the y were not 'necessaries'. The defendant's father
gave evidence that the son was already amply supplied with clothes. Held:
the onus of proving that the goods supplied were suitable to the condition
in life of the minor and that the defendant was not already adequately
supplied with such goods, was on the plaintiff. The plaintiff had failed to
establish this.

Question
Why is the minor liable only for the reasonable price of necessaries and not
their actual cost?

C: BENEFICIAL CONTRACTS OF SE. VICE

A minor is bound by an employment contract if, on the whole, it is for his
benefit.

Doyle v White City Stadium
[1935] 1 KB 110 (CA)

The plaintiff, a miner, ap p lied to the British Boxing Board of Control for
a licence as a boxer and agreed to be bound by the rules of the Board. He
was issued with a boxer's licence .A few months later the rules were altered.
Instead of a rule which provided that a boxer's money was only to be
stopped if he was disqualified for a deliberate foul, the new rule was that
in any case of disqualification the boxer was only to receive certain
expenses. The plaintiff had arranged to box in return for L3,000 (win, lose
or draw) but he was disqualified for fouling. The Board withheld most of
his 3,000. The plaintiff c1aimed the whole sum. Held: the contract as a
whole between the plaintiff and the Board was beneficial to the plaintiff and
therefore was binding on him.

LORI) HANWORTI-{ MR: I turn to Dc Francesco v Barnum (1890) 45 ChL) 430,
where Fry LJ says: 'I approach this subject with the observation tl-t it appears to me
that the question is this, Is the contract for the benefit of the infant? Not, Is any one
particular stipulation for the benefit of the infant? Because it is obvious that the
contract of apprenticeship or the contract of labour must, like any other contract,
contain some stipulations for the benefit of the one contracting party, and some for
the benefit of the other. It is not because you can lay your hand on a particular
stipulation which you may say is against the infant's benefit, that therefore the whole
contract is not for the benefit of the infant. The Court must look at the whole
contract, having regard to the circumstances of the case, and determine, subject to
any principles of law which may be ascertained by the cases, whether the contract is
or is not beneficial. That appears to me to be in substance a question of fact.'.

The learned judge on the question of fact has held that the terms of the agreement
in this case are favourable and to the advantage of the infant, and it seems therefore
that the application of the rules cannot be held to be prevented by reason of the
plaintiff's infancy.
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D: RESTITUTION BY THE MINOR

The court has a discretion to order the return of non necessaries which the
minor has obtained under an unenforceable contract.

Minors' Contracts Act 1987

3. Restitution
(1) Where -

(a) a person (the plaintiff) has after the commencement of this Act entered
into a contract with another ('the defendant') and

(b) the contra:: is unenforceable aoainst the dt.endant (or he repudiates it)
because he was a minor when the contract was made,
the court mat, if it is us and equitable to do so, require the defendant to transfer to
the plaintiff any property acquired by the defendant under the contract, or any
property representing it.

E: GUARANTEES OF MINORS' CONTRACTS

Minors' Contracts Act 1987

2. Guarantee.
Where -

(a) a guarantee is given in respect of an obligation of a party to a contract made
after the commencernen: of this Act, and

(b) the obli gaoon is unenforceable against him (or he repudiates the contrac:
because he was a minor when thc contract was made,
the guaran!ee shall no: for that reason alone be unenforceable against the guarantor.
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Promisees

acting to his detriment 149-50
action for damages 207-17
joint, privlrv of contract 199-201

Promissor y estoppel 59, 139-62
cause of action

estoppel b y convention 155 7
proprietar., estoppel 157-8

clear and unequivocal promise 142-3
defence not cause of action 143-5
extinguishment of rights 151-2
fiexibiiirv 158-62

Promissory estoppel -
inequitable conduct 152-5

to allow promisor to go back on promise
150-1

intention to be binding and acted upon
145-50

origins of doctrine 139-42
promi

see acting to his detriment
149-50

scope 152-62
suspension of rights 151-2
unconscionabiliry 160-2

Promissory notes, in writing 162-3
Promotion schemes 175-7
Proprietary estoppel 157-8

interest 35
Punctual payment 411-12

Qualified contractual obligations 347
Quality and fitness 267
Qisaniwn ynerisi, 288-9

Reading cases 1-17
catchwords 2, 4
Citations 2
decision of court 2-3, 4

at first instance 5
Court of Appeal 5

facts 3, 4-5
grounds for decisions 3
guiding principles 1
head.note facts 2, 4
judgments 3, 5-12

note taking 12-13
riasne sod court note 2
note taking 1-2, 12-13
n	 'occ 3 14

presentation of reports 2-3
'Real danger' test 396

'Reasonable foreseeabjlirv' test 394-7
Reasonableness requirement, exemption

lts's 334-44
cc.cs tectos on 269-52

Regulated consumer credit agreements, in
writing 163

Reliance 388-90

loss see Damages for breath of contract
misrepresentation 483

Remoteness of damage see Breath of
contract

Renunciation before performance see Breach
of contract, anticipatory breach

Representations
terms and see Intention
see abo Misrepresentation
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Repudiatory breach see Breach of contract,
anticipatory breach

Re., exuncra
assuming risk of 426-7
common mistake and 425-7

Rescission 349
contract voidable by mistake 433
misrepresentation remedy 484-9

acquisition by third party before 488
affirmation 484-6
damages in lieu 513-21
discretion of court 489
impossibility 488
lapse of time 486-7
limits to rights 484-6

Reserve price at auctions 35
Restitution 422-3

by minor h23
impossible 488

Restraint of trade contracts 581-96
basic principles 581-3
covenants between employer and

employee
reasonable as between parties 583-5
reasonable in terms of area 586

exclusive dealing agreements 587-90
exclusive service agreements 590-3
severance of covenants

must not alter nature of covenant
595-6

striking out objectionable part 593-5
trade secrets 585-6

Restrictions on use of chattels 222-8
Revocation of offer see Offers, revocation
Risk allocation 439-42, 483

Sc Moron's Property exception 214-16
Sale by description 267
Sale by sample 267-8
Salvage agreements 572
Sample, sale by 267-8
Secondary contract, UCTA and 325-7
Self-induced frustration 454-8
'Serious possibility test 396
Service agreements, exclusive 590-3
Signature, effect of 247-9
Silence, misrepresentation and 476
Social agreements 169-71
Solus agreements 587-90
Special relationships

negligent misrepresentation 500-3
reliance 388-90
see 0/so Domestic agreements

Specific performance
breach of contract remedy 417-22

Specific performance - connrned
privity avoidance action 204-7

Spouses' domestic agreements 164-7
Supply of service contracts 268
Survey report, reliance on 388-90

Telephone acceptance 50-5
Telex acceptance 50-5
'renders 31-5

acceptance of highest undertaking 33-4
Termination

anticipatory breach 359-63
breach of contract 349

Terms 234-92
automatic machines 254
business efficacy 1-61
conditions 238, 269-77, 278-80
entire obligations 287-92
flexibility 276-537
implied see Implied terms
importance attached test
inconsistent 308-9
qnominate term 283
intentions 234

accepting responsibility 235-7
advising on verification 236-7
terms and conditions 272-4

mere representations 234-43
oral contracts, incorporation of written

terms
common understanding 258-9
course of dealing 256-8
mere receipt' 249-52
reasonable notice 249-56
time of contracting 252-5

parole evidence rule 244-7
collateral contract 245-7
contracts partly written and partly

oral 244-5
reform 247

pre-contractual statements 234-43
signature effect 247-9
special knowledge of statement maker

238-43
warranty 235, 236, 238, 278
written contracts 244-9

signature effect 247-9
see odso parole evidence rule

Third parties
clauses transferring liability from

tortfeasor to 322-5
privity of contract and 191-5
see also Privity of contract

Threats see Duress; Undue influence
Trade secrets 585-6
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Trusts of contractual obligations 213-14

Unconscionable transactions 160-2, 571,
574

Undue influence 543-70
actual 544-5
automatic presumption 568
disadvantageous transactions 54Q-51
dominating influence 552
effect of 568-70
presumed 544, 545-52

automatic presumption 568
relationship categories 545-8
third parties 552-68
see also Duress

Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977
business liabilirs' 327
contractual liabilirv 328-34
dealing as consumer 329
EC Directive 344
evasion by means of secondary contract

325-7

Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977 - connrned
exemption clauses, varieties of exemption

clauses 318-19
general contractual liability 332
negligence liability 327-8
reasonableness requirement 334-44
scope 318-27

Unilateral contract 13-14
communication of revocation 62-3

Unilateral offer revocation 58-62

Void contracts
public policy grounds 581-96
restraint of trade see Restraint of trade

contracts
see also Illegal contracts

Voidable contracts, mistake as to quality
432-4--

Warranty 235, 236, 278
collateral 238. 243


